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Headrick May Recommend Dissolution Of
Admissions Committee at Faculty Meeting

The Admission committee, a
faculty committee charged with
developing the admission policy,
may soon be abolished. Thomas
Headrick, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and chairm an
of the Admission Committee, will
decide before next F r id a y ’s
faculty meeting whether or not to
recommend that the committee
be dissolved. Joe Harper, ‘74,
resigned from the committee to
protest the move. H eadrick
explained that at this F rida y ’s
faculty meeting the members for
next year’s faculty committees
will be selected.
Other members were divided in
their opinion of the committee.
Richard Canterbury, Director of
Admissions, and secretary of the
committee agrees with Headrick.
He said, “ It ’s not that I ignore the
committee, it’s just that I don’t
remember it.” “ R usty” Campos,
Asst. Professor of Psychology
and Sue LeVan ’74, both feel the
committee should remain.
Headrick feels that there are
serious drawbacks to the present
committee structure. In the last
year and a half, the committee
has begun concerning itself with
very specific decisions about the
A d m is s io n
D e p a rtm e n t’s
workings Headrick feels that
this is an area “where jurisdic

tion is vague.” He explained that
it could be considered as interferring with Canterbury’s job
to make specific decisions about
policy. He also felt the committee
was getting nothing done
A m ajor problem about the
co m m itte e , H eadrick feels,
though, is its structure. The
co m m itte e is stru ctu re d to
oversee the Admission Depart
ment But Canterbury is directly
responsible to President Smith.
This conflict of authority is added
to by the existence of other
co m m itte e s
and
of
ad
m in is tra to rs who m ake a d 
mission policy decisions. Can
terbury pointed out that the
decision
of the
A cade m ic
Planning Committee, to look into
admissions and retention, last
fall, has “ co-opted” the Ad
mission committee. “ It is a
redundant com mittee,” Headrick
said.
The Admission committee is
too narrow in scope, in that it
cannot consider the wider view of
university interests, or allocate
funds
to
the
A dm issions
D e p a rtm e n t,
accord in g
to
Headrick. This means that of
necessity it will be subordinated
to other committees, especially
in view of the fact that, according
to Headrick’s predictions, the
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Admissions Department budget
will triple in the next ten years.
What is needed is a group that
will “consider m ajor strategy.”
Cam pos
disagrees
w ith
Headrick although he believes
the c o m m itte e needs to be
changed He would like to see the
committee look into more aspects
of admissions, such as the kind of
student I^awrence wants, and
where to look for that student.
Harper fears that “ wiping out
the committee will cut out all
input from students and faculty” .
LeVan said that the committee, if
it worked together, would con
form to the idea of a community
which, at present, and or in a
situation where admissions was
only handled by administrators,
cannot exist. It is the sense of a
community which LeVan feels
can make Lawrence unique.
The committee this year has
not been effective. Everyone
agrees. LeVan says that the m ain
reason is that “ there is a total
lack of anybody on the committee
listening to anyone else.” As an
example of this situation, she
recounted
a
co m m itte e
discussion on a ttr itio n with
Charles Lauter, dean of student
affairs, during the only meeting
of fall term She mentioned that

THOMAS HEADRICK, Vice President for Academic Affairs.
the a d m in is tra tio n was too
separated from the students to
know why students leave, but it
was not until the end of second
term, when she and Harper gave
student reports on attrition, that
the committee heard her. LeVan
also feels that the committee has
not been given all of the in
formation it needs to make

policy.
Harper cites disunity as the
cause Campos says “ we simply
have no voice, not even power.”
C a n te rb u ry sees it as true
because “ everyone argues dif
ferent views” and also because
the committee can’t “ perform
the function of putting material
(Cont. on P. 7, Col. 1)
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Controversy Flares
In Art Hiring Choice

CARL RITER. Ex-Chairman of the Art Department.

by Em ily Miller
The search for the replacement
of retiring Tom Dietrich, artist in
residence, has led to pointed
controversy
between
Sage
Cottage and the Worcester Art
Center The ramifications to date
are: the abandonment of two art
history courses, Islam ic and
American; and the resignation of
Carl Riter as Chairm an of the Art
D e p artm e n t.
The
m ore
peripheral areas of discussion
involve the merits of an historian
to the Humanities Program and
how much of a role that program
plays in the hiring of new faculty.
D is c r e p a n c ie s
b e tw e e n
Professor Carl Riter and Thomas
H eadrick, vice-president of
Academic Affairs, center around
the initial meeting this fall in
which both parties discussed
Tom Dietrich’s replacement next
fall. According to Riter, the
university authorized him to
actively seek a predominantly
studio-oriented
m an.
The
au th o riza tio n
in clu de d
the
request of the College Arts In 
stitute to send names, references,
and records on p o te n tially
hireable people. In addition, at
the College Arts meeting in
J a n u a r y , R ite r o ffic ia lly a n 
nounced Lawrence’s desire to
hire an art studio teacher and, to
that end, conducted interviews
for the position Headrick, on the
other hand, feels that the initial
meetings with Riter were en
tirely speculative, and told Riter
to “ keep an open m ind” con
cerning the announcement and

interview at the College Arts
meeting.
States Headrick, “ I suggested
the possibility of a historian in
the beginning ” The Humanities
Program, he said, “ expressed
their concerns” as early as last
spring over the com patability of
a studio teacher w ith their
program This fact, coupled with
lleadrick’s own opinion that he
“ thought the (art) curriculum
needed more history for balan
ce” , resulted in his decision last
term to hire an art historian for
the position.
To Riter, the decision was more
com plex.
M ak ing
frequent
reference to the manner in which
the decision was made, he feels
that “ they (Headrick and the
H u m a n itie s P ro g ra m heads)
avoided the natural procedures in
such cases of consultation and
appraisal of the curriculum .” As
related by Riter, he acted as the
university's representative in the
hiring of an art studio teacher
and was informed after the
process neared completion that
L aw rence was to hire an
h isto rian .
Says
R ite r,
“ E v e ry th in g
we
(the
art
department) had done: the letter
writing; requests of other in
stitu tio n s;
our
fo rm al
n egotiations, etcetera, was
dum ped.”
R iter’s present hostility over
the decision to hire an historian
stems from two points. Firstly,
he feels that the Humanities
Program should play no part in

the co ntro ve rsy;
that
the
program, consisting of various
heads of other d e p a rtm e n ts,
should not have been “authorized
to make decisions about another
d e p a r tm e n t’s c u r r ic u lu m and
staff without consultation.”
The second source of hostility
stem s
from
the
“ nonco ope rativ e , u n p ro fe s s io n a l”
way the “ art department was left
out
of
the
n e g o tia tio n s .”
Describing specifically the art
departm ent’s situation, he said,
“The curricula is not, nor should
it be, a static thing But it is the
manner in which you make
changes that determines the
quality of an institution Change
should be a cooperative doing ”
Headrick’s stance is one of
partial detachment. He feels that
he was faced with a decision to
make and that, in this case, he
was right in his verdict. The
balance of curriculum in the art
department was missing, he felt,
and the hiring of an historian
would rectify it. Explaining his
som ew hat aw kw ard position,
Headrick said, ‘There are times
when I have acquired a point of
view, and if preliminary notions
lead me to believe that I ’m on the
right road, I ’ll go ahead.”
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Admissions Committee
The tentative decision by Thomas Headrick, vice
president for academic affairs, to abolish the Admissions
Committee was probably a correct one, in light of the various
problems with which the Committee is faced. But the inability
of the Committee to function effectively as a policy-forming
body reveals some curious inconsistencies in the Committee
structure.
Richard Canterbury, director of admission, is secretary of
the committee that supposedly dictates policy to him. Some
Committee members maintain that his position allows him to
be discriminating in his note-taking duties. Last year, for
example, the Committee agreed that the admission depart
ment would no longer send out the preliminary grey cards to
prospective students, before mailing them the full catalogs.
Canterbury, however, does not remember any consenus being
reached on that matter, and sent the cards out this year—
despite his belief that the catalogs are one of the most im 
portant factors which effect prospectives in a positive way.
Committee members also feel that Canterbury has
withheld information from them and that his uncooperative
and inflexible manner has resulted in a condescending attitude
towards the Committee, as exemplified by his assertion that
“it’s not that I ignore the Committee, it’s just that I don’t
remember it.”
A further example is the decision to hire a new admission
counselor which was made by Lee Ester, Davol Meader,
Headrick and Canterbury. Only the last two are on the Ad
missions Committee—the other members were later informed
of the decision. When asked why the Committee did not
deliberate on the decision, Canterbury stated, “it didn’t occur
to us to go to the Admissions Committee. This may demon
strate how ineffective I think the Committee is.” Canterbury’s
condescending attitude toward the Committee, however, is
probably not a result of, but rather a contributing factor to, the
Committee’s ineffectiveness. Some members also point to
Canterbury’s close relationship with President Smith as a
further reason for his attitude towards the Committee.
Obviously, the administration has an interest in ignoring
the Committee. Decisions can be made more quickly and with
greater ease. Democracies aren’t efficient either, but they’re
relatively safe . . . Faculty and students have volunteered the
time to participate on the Committee and to aid in the tours of
prospective students. They must feel they have something to
offer to the admission department. At this point, however, we
have only the facade of faculty and, especially, student input
into the decision-making process.
Yet, it was Headrick who complained, at an Admissions
Committee meeting last term, of a lack of student input. In
light of the Committee’s problems and the gloomy forecasts
for next year’s freshman class, may we suggest that someone
do a more thorough study of the admission proceedures at
Lawrence over the past five years, that someone do a more
in-depth comparative study between Lawrence and com
parable schools elsewhere, that someone look into the com
mittee structure at Lawrence and the manner in which people
are appointed to those committees? It is our belief that a large
number of students are willing to make constructive con
tributions on more than a superficial level.

. . . And a Fourth
In last week’s editorial, we attempted to show how three
campus issues reflected what we felt to be rather serious
underlying campus problems. The revelations concerning the
hiring of a new Art professor are further indication of the
general lack of communication and responsiveness among
segments of the Lawrence community.
Professor Riter of the Art department maintains that he
was told explicitly to look for a studio professor, while Thomas
Headrick, vice president for academic affairs, maintains that
he told Riter to be flexible in his recruitment, to “shop
around” for both art historians and studio professors.
Regardless of which version is correct, or when the decision
was made to definitely hire an art historian, no member of the
Art department, to the best of our knowledge, was consulted in
the decision.
The particular debate over faculty hiring, of course, is
nothing new. We attempted to discuss this same issue last
term in conjunction with the Philosophy department debate,
and were told that a strict delineation of responsibilities would
hinder meaningful discussion. An explicit statement of faculty
and administration rights concerning the hiring process
would, it was argued, destroy any rapport that exists between
the two groups. Yet, the need for President Smith to intervene
as mediator in the present dispute shows a total break-down of
communications between the Art department and Headrick.
At this point, Headrick is conducting the search for a new art
historian despite the Art department’s initial unanimity in
their desire for another studio professor
We suspect that the supporters of the Humanities program
banded together to over rule the Art department and hire an
art historian who could offer his services to the new program.
This might explain Riter’s negative attitude toward the
Humanities program at a faculty meeting last term
Not long ago, a professor commented that, in his ex
perience, he had never witnessed such poor administration
faculty relations since he has been at Lawrence. If the manner
in which the present issue was handled is any indication, this
might very well be the case.

Campus Notes
Bridge Tourney
The L .U . d u p licate bridge
tournament will he held at 1 p.m.
Saturday in Riverview Lounge.
Campus and Off-Campus en
trants are welcome, and one
round of 20 to 30 hands will be
played. All rules of duplicate
bridge will hold, and all rules will
be reviewed before the tour
nament begins.
You m ay enter individually or
with a partner, though the latter
is preferred. Partnerships will be
arranged at the tournament if
possible. Trophies w ill be
awarded to the first place teams
in the north-south and east-west
directions.
Entries will be accepted the
day of the tournament.
—o—
Pool Tournament
Those interested in playing in a
pool to u rn am en t to continue
throughout the term should sign
up by Saturday at the Grill
counter or on Jeanne Tissier’s
door in the Union. Games will be
played in the Game Room at the
regular price of 90 cents per
game. Please contact Kick Cook
or Jeanne Tissier for further
information.
—o—
Lecture Continued
Mark Malinauskas, asst. prof.
of theatre-drama, will continue
his lecture on Delsarte at 7:30
p.m. Sunday night.
—o—
Skating Party
Roller Skating: Come make
some new friends and enjoy a
Saturday afternoon. Join Black
W o m e n ’s
A ssociation
and
Downer Council at their roller
s k atin g
p a rty ,
tom orrow ,
S a tu rd a y .
T r a n s p o r t a t io n
provided: the bus leaves from
Downer at 2 p.m . Cost of renting
skates and s k atin g is $1.
Everyone is invited
—o—
Poetry Reading
The W o m e n ’s Week S y m 
posium will present “ Poetry
Reading and Sherry” with Rose
Woodson, Admissions Counselor
and Lawrence alum nus, Sunday
evening at 7 p.m in Ormsby
Lounge.
—o—
R ap Session
Men and Women are invited to
the Women’s Center in Colm an’s
Pan Hoi Wing Thursday evenings
at 7:30 p.m . for casual discussion
of inherent conflict in malefemale relations.
—o—
Easter Celebration
The
L aw rence
C hristian
Fellowship is going to celebrate
Easter with a time of singing and
sharing on Sunday afternoon at 2
p.m. The celebration, which will
take place on Union Hill, will be
held in the Coffeehouse if the
weather doesn’t permit an out
side celebration Please come
and share the joy of Easter!
—o—
SENIORS!
To
All
Seniors!
Com 
mencement will be here in eight
weeks. In order to finance the
ac tiv itie s surro u n din g c o m 
mencement each senior is being
assessed $2 This $2 goes solely
for the class picnic, dance and
other senior class activities. No
¡idditional fees will be assessed
for commencement or any other
a c tiv itie s related
to c o m 
mencement Fees must he paid at
the Business Office by Friday,
April 19 This is to enable the
committee to make a final budget
well
in advance
of c o m 
mencement Any questions0 (’all
Bill Stevenson, ext 305 or Thea
Ellery, ext 326. Thank you
—o—
K iI in Classics for Fall
If there are any questions and
or suggestions for Film Classics
for the fall of 1974. please contact
Tori
W illia m s
in
P la n tz,
preferably in writing
—o

Awareness Workshop
There will be a W omen’s
L e a d e r s h ip
A w aren ess
Workshop, led by Dean Lauter,
on April 26, 27, 28 Participation
will involve a full commitment of
time during the weekend. Anyone
interested
please
contact

Suzanne LeVan, ext. 352, by
Monday.
Class Changes
After 4:30 today, any students
wishing to make class changes
must petition the Committee on
Administration

V i e w fro m t L e

Finally We Live Lucyless
by Gary J. Richardson
Even a male chauvinist has his
limits as to the image television
gives women. Television has
made the female of the species
appear to be stupid, irrespon
sible, over emotional, irrational,
and void of any ambition to do
anything other than become
housewives.
Take as an example, the wives
and mothers everyone grew to
love during the ‘50’s Did anyone
ever see Donna Reed throw a
tantrum. No, because she was too
content. She also had little a m 
bition to do anything other than
making sure Jeff ate his carrots
and mowed the lawn. She was
good at keeping her nose in the
business of other people. But
what did Donna Reed contribute
to society as a whole, other than
to give General Foods another
show to sponsor?
Remember Ozzie and Harriet?
Harriet more often than not
appeared more intelligent than
Ozzie. Harriet didn’t have the
intelligence of milk toast. She
made R ick’s guitar her prime
function in life. Didn’t she ever
want to do anything else7
Unfortunately, there is also the
memory of Grindl, the maid that
couldn’t do anything right. There
was very little that she umderstood. other than the function
of a broom, and even this was
always left in doubt.
Of course, the viewing public
revolted, in time, against this
sickening display when they
stopped watching Donna Reed,

Grindl, Ozzie and Harriet, etc.
But there was one who could not
be moved, and even she has now
come from the ivory tower of
femine absuridity into the world
where women do know how to
count past seven. Lucille Ball is
finally not m aking her season
premier in September, after a
whole generation In this time she
has accum ulated an enormous
fortune, divorced Desi Arnaz
(making him wish that he had
remained on a Cuban sugar
p la n ta tio n ), won two E m m y
awards and has been one of the
most im portant factors in the
degradation of women on the
television screen. She is im 
portant because she created most
of it herself. She was the epitome
of a woman as being irrational by
her constant attempt to get into
show business. She instituted the
child like im age of women into
television by her w im p e rin g
about her husband going to
Europe and not taking her. He
eventually capitulated, as many
people c a p itu la te
to their
children when they whine.
Lucille Ball didn ’t just stop in
the ‘50’s. She has lasted into the
‘70’s, still m aking money, still
degrading women. But in Sep
tember she will be no more. Well
at least there will be no more
added to the dam age she has
done. There are still reruns of “ I
Love L ucy” , ‘The Lucy Show” ,
“ H e re ’s L u c y !’ ’ an d various
other versions. Or maybe per
versions.
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Counselor’s Housing
Harper Resigns
To the Editor:
This is my letter of resignation
from the Committee on Ad
missions, which is unnecessary
for it seems that the committee
will shortly be abolished by the
chairm an, Mr. Headrick. In the
words of the c h a ir m a n the
committee has been undergoing
an identity crisis for the past
eighteen months, that is since it
was charged with the respon
sibility of establishing policy and
practices revolving around ad 
missions. However, the chairm an
feels that such decisions cannot
be made in the microcosm of the
Committee on Admissions.
A prominent case in point may
be illustrated. The Admissions
Office has decided to employ an
Associate Admissions Officer to
replace Rose Woodsen, a former
student at Lawrence (class of
1972). The officer will be selected
from outside the university. This
decision reflects a m ark e d
change in “ policy” of the Ad
missions Office; a change from
having former students involved
in the recruiting and review of
a p p lic a tio n s . Be it a good
decision or a bad one it was made
by
M r.
C a n te rb u ry ,
M r.
Headrick, Mr. Smith, Mr. Ester
and Mr. Meader. It may be noted
that none of these men are
m em bers of the fac u lty or
students. The C o m m itte e on
Admissions was informed of the
decision after it was m ade and
fu rther
told
that
“ so m e”
m em b ers of the c o m m itte e
“ m ig ht” be called on to help
interview candidates.
However, the problem extends
beyond m ere ex am p le s. The
heart of the problem lies in the
fact that the chairmen and the
secretary, Mr. Canterbury, feel
that the committee is useless,
that other people will and must
make the decisions, and that even
for the co m m itte e to m ake
re c o m m e n d a tio n s
to
other
co m m ittees an d people
is
fruitless.
I
disagree
wholeheartedly and have ex
pressed my disagreement at
several meetings (that is, two
meetings, however, when you
consider that the conimittee met
twice all last term that’s not too
bad ). At a point when the ad
missions picture at Lawrence is
so bleak (applications down 16
percent - not to mention SAT
scores and class rank or the
number of black applicants) is
seems senseless to abolish the
committee. Rather it is a time for
the committee to be rejuvenated,
a time when concrete resolutions
should be drawn up and acted
upon, a time when the structure of
the committee be changed so that
Mr Canterbury is not the prime
force on the committee (for as
secretary he carefully edits what
he considers “ im p o r ta n t” referring to the grey card con
troversy he states that, “ I do not
ignore the committee, I simply do
not remember it” ), a time for
P resident S m ith to strongly
endorse the committee (it is
rumored that he is the only one
that Mr. Canterbury will listen
to) - I could go on endlessly.
I resign so that maybe someone
out there - faculty (you must
care?), students (it is in your
interests for soon the faculty will
go elsewhere where the student
body is stronger and Lawrence’s
reputation will suffer), anybody will listen and see a crucial
committee destroyed. It is a
token resignation - but I have
tried
—Joe Harper

To the Editor:
Tuesday evening I attended a
G reat
D ebate
concerning
co unse lo rs’ housing for next
year, in order to clear up a widely
held
m isco nception
about
housing policy. I had said that the
p lac e m e n t of freshm en and
counselor rooms is decided by the
LUCC Housing Committee, which
consists of six students, two
fa c u lty , two deans and the
Director of Housing. I must
retract that statement, for I have
since learned that this decision is
made by Mr. Haynes and Mr.
Hirby (there may be input from
other administrators, but no one
seems certain).
As both the Lawrentian and the
counselors have explicitely ex
pressed interest in this method of
decision-m aking
and
nondecision-making, I thought you’d
like to know.
— 11okan Miller

Deeply Impressed
To the Editor:
Before I dive back into the
books, I want to say something
about m y
experience
this
weekend. I participated in the
Chicano Symposium, “E l Grito
Chicano,” Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday . Throughout the course of
the weekend—the movies, the
speakers, and the da n c e s—I
gained an understanding of the
unique circu m stan c e s of the
C hicano
in
an
A nglo
or
“ Am erican” society. Speakers
talked of their experience in the
m ig ra n t s tre a m ; the special
nature of this work and its impact
on the lives of m igrant laborers.
The need for organization, for
political and economic power was
explained. Above all the im 
portance of ed u cation as it
relates to job opportunities and
eliminates ianguage barriers was
a topic of concern.
And through the activities, the
discussions, ran a strong sense of
a distinct culture. I listened, I
thought, I questioned. I made
some friends. I learned a “ new"
dance I ate some fantastic mole.
I came away Sunday night with a
very positive feeling about the
goals and practices of the I^a
Raza Unida Party
Problems
have been aired. Some solutions
are being implemented. I have a
strong hope that the Chicano and
Anglo cultures can learn how to
better understand each other, to
have tolerance, to recognize the
nature of cultural difference, and
to coexist in a meaningful ex
change of ideas. (I realize this is
an idealistic statement to make
in view of our present society, but
I am able to make it on the basis
of attitudes expressed by the
members of La R aza.)
I want to thank the speakers
most sincerely for coming to
Lawrence University and sharing
their ideas with this community.
Mary Cunningham did an ex
cellent job of coordinating the
events. And I am very grateful to
local members of La Raza and La
Juventud de la Raza for their
immeasurable contribution.
This weekend, two dissim ilar
communities came together: the
Latinos of the Fox River Valley,
and I>awrence University. (I
should also mention a third
community of Anglo residents of
the Appleton area.) I cannot
speak for the organizers of this
symposium I do not know if they
feel they have achieved their
purposes. I speak for myself
when I say that I am deeply

impressed. A communication has
been established for me. I go
away from the meetings and I
carry the dialogues I have heard
with me.
Solamente quiero decir
Gracias
Lisa Reese

IPGS

by Beth Johnson and Mike Nowak
LUCC legislation now requires all Lawrence organizations to
register with, and be recognized by,. LUCC. Forms to complete this
registration have been sent out to all campus organizations we know
of, but if your organization hasn’t received registration forms, stop by
the LUCC office in the union and pick them up.
You m ay ask, why it is necessary to go through all the paper work
necessary to register, and what good it will do for you There are four
answers:
1) As of Monday April 15, only organizations which have com
pleted registration with LUCC will be able to use University facilities
LUCC will put out a list of organizations that it recognizes and only
organizations on this list will be allowed to use University facilities,
To the Editor:
By my request, on the behalf of such as the rooms in the union, the Chapel, and the University Veicles
2) In order to get money from LUCC, you must be recognized as a
the full-time workers at Downer,
Chris McCarthy will submit the campus organization.
3) Recognized organizations are covered by Lawrence’s insurance
following resolution at the next
policies when they participate in an organization activity. Without
meeting of LUCC:
W hereas;
there are m ore recognition, if someone gets hurt during an organization activity, the
students eating at Downer school insurance will not cover them and the organization will be
Food Center now than in the liable.
4) The use of the Business Office services such as the writing of
past and
Whereas; during the weekend, checks or keeping of accounts, will be restricted to recognized
when all students must eat at organizations.
The registration will take only five minutes, and we think the
Downer, there are actually
fewer workers at Downer and benefits are well worth the m inim al effort required. If you haven’t
Whereas; full time workers must received forms, need new ones or have questions stop by the LUCC
work for Downer catered office in the Union, from 3 to 5 on Monday, Wednesday or Friday.
On the subject of pets, we would like to clarify some points made
parties with no additional help
in the Lawrentian of last week.
and
The LUCC Pet Committee was formed second term and is now
W hereas; Downer full tim e
employees are not paid time attempting to enforce the pet regulations. This is not a policy made by
and a half during the weekend the administration but rather a policy introduced and passed by the
Be it resolved that Downer full Community on June 5, 1973. At that time it was decided that no cats or
time employees be paid time and dogs would be allowed in Lawrence living units.
This year three head residents have pets while students in these
a half during the weekend.
The “ Whereas . . .” s sum  same dorms have been asked to get rid of their pets We feel that this is
marize a number of things that a double standard. The head residents, as well as the students, are
I ’ve learned while working at members of the com m unity; and so both fall under LUCC legislation
These are the facts concerning the complaint filed against Mrs
Downer. Through this letter and
the above resolution, I hope that Pillinger. We would like to add that there have been four other com
the Lawrence Community will plaints filed and twelve warnings issued, to people who have since
become aware that the daily gotten rid of their animals.
The members of the pet committee feel if head residents are to be
workload, and particularly the
weekend workload, of the full made an exception to the pet rules, we do not have an equitable pet
time employees at Downer has policy, and changes should be made to allow pets in all living units
—Mike Nowak and Beth Johnson
increased significantly during
the last few years; yet there has
not been a wage increase that
reflects the extra work.
In the last two years, more
students have eaten at Downer
than in any other two year period
The n um b er of students at
Lawrence has increased over the
last ten years. Also, continuous
service provides opportunities
for people to eat at Downer
during non-rush hours. Both of
these have served to gradually
increase the number of boarders
eating at Downer.
Dow ner also
provides
a
catering service to all interested
groups, but when parties are
scheduled, the full-tim e e m 
ployees must do this extra work
with no extra help For example,
last week there were several
parties, one of which was for 80
people, yet the additional work
had to be absorbed into the
regular workload of an average
sized crew of workers.
In addition to the gradual in
crease, which has an effect every
day, many more people eat at
ART CENTER’S Ukranian Easter egg workshop does mother
Downer during the weekends
than has ever been true before. nature one better.
For two years, Colman has been
closed on weekends, and some
fra te rn itie s now close their
kitchens during this time. Yet
A P R IL MUSICAL EVENTS
there are actually fewer people
April 15 — Student Recital, Robert Wilcox, pianist, and David
working on Saturday, or Sunday,
Larson, pianist, Harper, 8 p m
than on any other day. But wage
April Ifi — Student Recital, Harper, 8 p m
increases have been prompted
April 18 — Student Recital, Linda Montross, pianist. Harper, 8
only
be federal
or
state
p.m.
legislation, and there has been
April 19 — Artist Series, Early Music Consort of London
little recognition of the increased
Chapel, 8 p.m ., admission charge
workload.
April 2« — SEC Concert, Chick Corea and Return to Forever
In fewer words, it?; “ more work
group, Chapel, 8 p.m ., admission charge
- less help" for the Downer full
April 21 — Lawrence Symphony Band, C h a p e l,8 p m
time employees. I earnestly ask
April 22 — Student Recital, Lyn Z im m erm an, pianist, and
you to support the resolution that
Barbara Disenroth, pianist, Harper, 8 p.m
they receive time and ahalf pay
April 23 — Student Recital, Harper, 3 p.m
weekend
work.
Let
your
April 24 — Indian Symposium Concert by Ustad Hafeez Ahmed
representatives
know
your
Khan, Riverview Lounge, 7:30 p.m
opinion; I ask the LUCC reps to
April 21 — Student Recital, Kathy Newlon, pianist, Harper, 8
talk with their constituents. The
p.m.
resolution will be presented this
April 25 — Student Recital, Janette I^aBore, bassoonist, and
Tuesday, April 16, so if you have
Michael Hale, trumpeter, Harper, 8 p m
any questions about the issue,
April 26 — Student Recital, Rebecca Voights, hornist, and Kathy
don’t hesitate to call me at ext.
Pfefferkorn, pianist, Harper, 8 p m.
315
April 28 — Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, Chapel, 8 p m.
Sincerely,
Eric Carleen

Fair Pay

Father of Genetics
W ill Speak at LU
by Allen Young
Editor's Note: Richard Levins, a
member of the biology faculty at
the University of Chicago, will
deliver a Science Colloquium
entitled
“ The P ro blem
of
Complexity” at » p.m. Wed
nesday and address the Biology
35 class on "Modes of Adaption”
at
50 Thursday. Both talks are
open to the public and will deal
with the general problems of
ecological adaptation and the
role of genetic stru ctu re of
populations. The following Ar
ticle to the Editor, written by
Allen Young, assistant professor
of biology, further explains the
background of Levin’s topics.

“ THIS H ERE IS Kilby Snow, the world’s champion autoharp player.”

Lawrentian Meets
Appalachian Artist
Snow is on the Mountain

by John Montgomery
1 was w a lk in g down the
m ountain road between high
w alls of moss covered A p 
palachian sandstone as I headed
toward the dim lights in the
valley that came from I^owgap,
N.C. I came to J im Y oung’s
grocery store, and feeling a slight
twitch of hunger entered through
the screen door wearing my
ragged fifteen-year-old Boy Scout
pack and carrying my old banjo.
1 was just about to buy a Dolly
Madison oatmeal cake when in
walked a fairly young man
followed by an old bent-over man.
heavy set, wearing blue overalls
over a red plaid flannel shirt with
cut off sleeves and an old hunting
cap on his head It was Monday
night and on a portable TV the
folks were w atc h in g
B illy
G raham and periodically com
menting “ He’s right, you know
he’s really right.”
I stood for awhile watching
until the two men finally finished
their shopping at the cash
register. The young m an saw my
banjo and said, “ You know, the
ol’ m an and me here play the
autoharp.”
Now to me, the autoharp is
about the prettiest of all the
m ountain instruments and to
meet a couple of players seemed
to set off a little spark inside me.
I asked them if they wouldn’t
mind giving me a lift up the
mountain and before I knew it I
was walking into their one story
house at the top of the mountain
at the mercy of Appalachian
hospitality. I walked into a room
heated by an old “ good m orning”
wood burning stove and sitting
around an old Bob Hope movie on
the little TV were about nine
children of all ages, the little ones
on the laps of the older ones. A
very old lady sat by the stove
with one of the babies and next to
her was a younger lady and a
man.
I c o u ld n ’t m a tch up who
belonged to who and yet I could
see they were all related After a
while they had to go, leaving the
young m an who had introduced
himself as Thomas Snow and the
old m an and old lady who I
guessed were the parents or
grandparents of the whole crew
By
now
the
ho m e m ade
autoharps had been warmed up
V>y the stove, so we sat together
and tuned up Thomas said “Hey
pop, how ‘bout starting us off*’ ”
The old man called out a tune
called “ M cKinley” and began
picking one of the clearest and
liveliest tunes I ’d ever heard
Those old fat fingers of his left

hand never slowed down or
falte re d as he in tertw ine d
com plex
syncopations
w ith
bright melody lines in a manner
that
left
me
sittin g
in
am azement. When he finished I
laughed with the feeling you get
when you discover something
incredible casually and almost by
accident; and inquired of the old
man his name. Thomas smiled at
me and said, “ D idn’t I introduce
my pop? This here is Kilby Snow,
the world’s champion autoharp
player.”
That fact I found quite credible
and from that point on for the
next two days I felt like a pupil of
some m aster though I was only a
college kid with an old timer from
the mountains. We played on,
talked, and laughed at jokes and
tales of moonshine and wild
liv in g , w hile neighbors and
friends from around the m oun
tain periodically dropped in to
visit despite the continual Blue
Ridge Mountain rains.
Kilby told me of concerts and
radio appearances with Ralph
and Carter Stanley, Karl Scruggs
and his favorite; Doc Watson Of
Doc he said, “ Now there’s a guy
who’s hard to beat There a in ’t no
lick I can play on my harp that
can get away from Doc and at the
same time Doc has a hard time
playing a lick' that I can't
follow.”
At this point Kilby pointed out
this wise caution: “ Now boy,
don’t ever get your head so big as
to thinkin’ you're the best cause
as soon as you do some guy’s
gonna come along and whip you.
For me, it’ll have to be another
left-handed player but I ’ve heard
some good ones lately."
The old m an told me how he
played against a computer one
time. He said they put him in a
room by himself with a long row
of lights and as he played the
correct notes a green light would
appear but for each missed note a
red light would shine He played a
tune and green lights appeared
all across the board, except for
one red one. When the computer
operator told him he had missed
a note Kilby said, “ Yeah, I know.
I did it on purpose, I just wanted
to see what a rod one looked
like "
One time Kilby was getting on a
plane for a tour when the airlines
made him go through a metal
detector w hich showed the
contents of his baggage on a
screen When he put his autoharp
case up to it the airline agent vv.is
befuddled He said to Kilby. “ I
know you haven’t got anything m
there to hurt anybody with but
seeing all those wires and springs

makes me curious to know what
is in your case.”
Kilby showed the man his harp,
and he was so intrigued that he
asked Kilby to play a tune. Upon
that request Kilby tuned up and
struck out on one of his prettiest
versions of “ Wildwood Flower.”
E v eryo ne
around
was
so
fa sc in a te d that they hard ly
noticed that Kilby and his harp
had held up the whole flight about
20 minutes.
Kilby liked to go on tours, but
with his back hurting him as it
did he just couldn’t go as often as
he liked. People were amazed
that this one-eyed, 67-year-old
man always traveled alone, but
as he put it, “ Everywhere I go
people know me. I m ay not be
acquainted with them, but they
know me. So you see, I ’m never
really alone. As for when the
Lord will call for me, that can
happen anywhere and to me
people in Utah are just as good,
and maybe even better, than
some of the people who know me
on this here m ountain.”
Late one evening while Mrs.
Snow was working diligently
cleaning house as she always did,
Kilby sat on the home-made
patchwork quilt on his bed and
told me the story of how the Lord
made a companion for man in the
garden from one of his ribs. He
called this companion wo man
and told her not to eat of the
forbidden fruit. The devil got in
her and she sinned which meant
that ev e n tu ally her child re n
would die and so at one time we
all must die Kilby broke a slight
grin and said, “ Now you see the
devils in a woman and so she
exists to satisfy man " Kilby
respects women and that is why
he doesn’t like swearing in the
house Kilby said, “ I don’t like
cussin’ The ole lady may not
hear so well but there’s a chance
she just might hear some of it and
I don’t like that ” Before I left,
Mrs. Snow told me her views
contrary to women’s liberation
saying, “ A wom an’s not supposed
to be goin’ out with other men all
the time. She should be stayin’
home and cleanin’ house and
cookin’ like me. You won’t find
many women as good as m e.”
I hated to leave the old man but
as the rain began to lift I felt I
should be heading on. They asked
me to stay longer but I couldn't
and so they extended their in
vitation to the sum mer. As I
hitched away from Galax. Va the
mountain mist kept reminding
me of the Applachian hospitality,
its people and their music which
for me will now be unforgettable

Ever since Charles Darwin
wrote Origin of the Species, the
general
question
of
how
organisms adapt to their en
vironment has been of m ajor
interest to life scientists. When
Gregor Mendel gave us the notion
that the units of heredity are
discrete, there occurred a
trem endous interest in how
genetic c h a racte ristics are
tra n sm itte d and
expressed
among members of a population.
Thanks to the founding fathers
of modern evolutionary theory,
Sir Ronald A Fisher, J.B.S.
Haldane, and Sewall Wright,
predictive models of how natural
selection and breeding structure
in populations mold adaptation
were developed For many years,
the early models of the founding
fathers were used as the basis of
experim ental
research
in
population genetics. As Richard
Lewontin of the University of
Chicago so succinctly put it. “The
population geneticist is left with
polishing with finer and finer
grades of jeweller’s rouge those
three collossal monuments of
m a th e m a tic a l
biology
The
Causes of Evolution (Haldane),
The Genetical Theory of Natural
Selection (Fisher), and Evolution
in
M endelian
P o pu latio ns
(W right).” Lewontin's point was
that by the end of 1932, Haldane,
Fisher, and Wright had said
everything of truly fundamental
importance about the theory of
genetic change in populations.
Richard I^evins has by no
means confined his scholarly
ac tiv itie s
to m a th e m a tic a l
biology: he does experimental
field
work
in
islan d
biogeography. Basically Levins
and his collaborators have been
making artificial introductions of
various species on islands in the
Caribbean and observing the
conditions under which some of
these organism s successfully
take hold, and in others, go ex
tinct.
If ecologists can learn some of
the fundamental reasons why
some organisms are successful in
in v a d in g c o m m u n itie s w hile
others are not, then they will
know a great deal more about
what factors are im portant in
determining the local complexity
of flora and fauna. This ex
perimental work was stimulated
by the theory developed by two
other prominent ecologists, the
late Robert MacArthur and E. O.
W ilson. L e v in s’ fin d in g s are
being published in a series of
papers, B iogeographv of the
I’uerto Rican Bank.
But one very
im p o rta n t
drawback to the mathematical
models developed by these men
was the assumption of a constant
e n v iro n m e n t:
the
m odels
developed assumed that gene
frequencies and natural selection
operated on the background of a
constant environm ent
U ntil
Richard Levins of The University
of Chicago published a series of
monumental papers in the m id 
sixties and subsequently his
book. E volution in C hang in g
En\ ironments. we knew nothing
about the role of spatial and
temporal heterogeneity of on

vironment in evolution. It is for
this reason that Levins has
become revered as the fourth
fo u n d in g fath e r of modern
evolutionary theory, even though
he appeared some forty years
later than the others.
In
essence,
Levins
has
developed the approach of
“ s tra te g ic a n a ly s is ’ ’ to the
problem of how an organism
adapts optim ally to a changing
e n v iro n m e n t.
The
strategy
ad opte d d u rin g evolutionary
adjustm ent depends upon the
way in which the organism faces
the environm ent: Do the fluc
tuations occur as alternatives9
As averages? Given the amount
of ge ne tic v a r ia tio n of the
population, the organism can
respond by evolving one optimal
phenotype (the sum of all out
ward traits that affect survival
and re p ro d u c tio n ) that does
e q u a lly
w ell
in both
en
vironments, or evolve two or
m ore phenotypes (p o ly m o r
phism ) each adapted to a par
tic u la r
e n v iro n m e n t.
The
p re d ic tio n s are diffe re n t for
e n v iro n m e n ta l resources that
vary spatially and temporally.
L e v in s ’ m od el has provided
population biologists with a new
powerful tool to set up ex
perimenLs that can be used to test
falsifiable hypotheses generated
by the model
Levins is a native of New York
city who did his graduate work in
zoology at Columbia under the
mentorship of Howard Levene
and L. C. Dunn, two geneticists of
considerable distinction. From
there, he taught at the University
of Puerto Rico (at Rio Piedras)
for a few years, before being
urged by Richard Lewontin to
join the Biology faculty at The
University of Chicago where he
has been since 1967. His wit,
in fo rm a l
m a n n e r,
and
in
tellectual curiosity in many areas
make him an instant success with
u n d e rg ra d u a te an d gradu ate
stu de nts,
an d,
of
course,
colleagues. I am sure that you
will find both of his talks very
interesting, and hope that you
will take advantage of hearing
one
of
the
w o r ld ’s most
d is t in g u is h e d
p o p u la t io n
bio lo g ists
when
he
visits
I^awrence next week, an op
p o rtu n ity
not a v a ila b le
to
students at most universities

Lecture On
Theatre Set
(L U N )—Stephen Porter, a r 
tistic d ire c to r of The New
Phoenix Theatre in New York
City, will speak on “Production of
French Comedy for American
Audiences” Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
Harper Hall. The lecture is set for
the later-than-usual hour to avoid
conflict with another program on
campus that evening.
A graduate of Yale University
and the Yale D ram a School.
P o rte r
tau g h t
at
M cG ill
University in Montreal before
starting his professional career
by s ta g in g M o lie re ’s “ The
M is a n tr o p e ” off-Broadway in
1956. Since then he has directed
more than 100 productions at
leading regional theatres, in
eluding the Tyrone Guthrie in
M in n e a p o lis ,
the
S tratford
Festivals in Canada and Con
necticut and the Kennedy Center
in Washington, D C ., where he
staged “The Enchanted” and
“ C a p ta in B ra s s b o u n d ’s Con
version” .
Last June. Porter was invited
to Paris to represent the United
States at the ceremonies marking
the 300th anniversary of the death
of Moliere. Porter has translated
several of Moliere’s plays into
English
Porter’s lecture is free and
open to the public.

Reed Publishes
Book on Barbin
(L U N )— M any
A m e r ic a n
authors are content to write in
their native tongue, but not
G erv a is E . Reed, associate
professor of French. Reed has
written a biography in French of
17th Century French bookseller,
Claude Barbin. which has been
published by the Librairie Droz
S.A., in Geneva. Switzerland
“ Barbin is important because
of the works he published,” Reed
said Barbin printed books by all
the classical writers in the second
half of the 17th Century, including
those of Moliere and Perrault.
who compiled the well-known
Mother Goose Stories.

The book, C laude B a rb in :
I.ibraire d«* Paris sous le regne de
I.ouis XIV, is based on Reed’s
original research using more
than
200 m an u scrip ts
and
documents from national a r 
chives and libraries in France,
several American universities,
and the bibliographical evidence
from the books Barbin published.

AMPHITRYON, a comedy by Plautus translated and directed by Rob Ketterer, will be
presented Friday and Saturday, April 19 and 20, in the Cloak Theatre. Curtain time will be
7:30 p.m., and tickets are available at the box office. From left, Paul Nelson, Joe Troy and
Dave Lorge.

Problems Discussed at El Grito
by Toni Moore
Following two spirited, moving
films Friday, El Grito Chicano,
L aw rence U n iv e rs ity ’s first
Chicano Symposium, got under
way Saturday afternoon with a
panel discussion of speakers
talking about everything from
the problems of Chicano school
children to the hardships of the
Chicano prisoner.
One m ain idea all the speakers
noted, was the m e ltin g pot
syndrome that most of American
society is obsessed with, and it’s
effect on their community. The
idea that everyone either has to
a s s im ila te or has som ething
wrong, is common to the different
in stitu tio n s throughout this
country, and is illustrated very
clearly by the treatment of the
Chicano people.
F ra n c isc o R od rigue z
J r .,
counselor for Latin students at
UW-Madison, explained some of
the m ethods used by the
educational system to make the
Chicano student the same as the
white student. He said that such
things as forbidding the use of
Spanish immediately upon en
tering school are the most
devastating ways of trying to
destroy the Chicano identity, for
Spanish is the only means of
communication the child knows.
Another method is to stress
eating a “ proper” diet, which
consists of A m e rica n food,
som e th in g a young C hicano
student would have had little or
no knowledge of.
He pointed out that, because
the Chicano could not and would
not assimilate and become an
“ a n g lo .” a stren then in g of
id en tity am o ng the C hicano
people
has
resulted.
This
strengthening of the racial and
cultural identity is seen in the
formation of LaRaza Unida Inc.,
a political party and community
o rg a n iza tio n throughout the
country for and of Chicanos.

UNWANTED

However, because the different
social institutions continue to try
to destroy the Chicano’s identity,
he is in a constant battle between
the society in which he lives, and
his people, the core of his being.
Rodriguez said, noting the large
influence the educational process
has on the entire process, “ Our
hands (migrant farm workers)
are being tied and our minds
(students) are being tied.”
All of the speakers agreed that,
despite all the ways society tried,
it can not deny the Chicano
people their culture or lifestyle.
An illustration of the strong
survival of Chicano culture was
seen during intermission when
eight Chicano youngsters per
form ed som e dances, fu lly
garbed in the clothing of Mexico,
with Mexican music as back-up.
The problems of the Wisconsin
Chicano (there are 460 Spanish
speaking people in Outagam ie
County) are basically the same
as that of all other Chicanos in the
nation. The m ajority of the
Chicanos are migrant workers
and are uneducated because of
the very pro blem s alre a d y
mentioned in the schools. They
are being economically beaten
because of this at every turn.
Much of the Chicano selfawareness and recognition by
others came about after the nowfamous Cesar Chavez led grape
strikes by the m igrant farm
workers, as was acknowledged
by everyone at the discussion.
Jesse L a ra ,
presently
a
prisoner at Fox Lake State
Reformatory, noted that even
with the new awareness still
more support from the outside
com munity was needed to make

conditions for Chicano prisoners
better. He said the language
problem exists inside jail also,
because the guards and ad
ministration refuse to allow the
prisoners to speak S panish,
although it is within their con
stitutional rights.
This was one of the m ajor
problems he cited, though others
included: not being allowed any
S panish or L a tin
oriented
newspapers written in Spanish;
not having anyone in the adminstration of Latin background,
who might understand some of
the prisoners’ gripes that were
peculiar to their race; and not
having any type of adjustment
program to facilitate dealing
with the outside community when
they are released, and therefore
make it more likely to return to

An important thing to note.
Reed said, is that “ Barbin seems
to have served authors well,
because a number of well-known
authors — sensitive people —
continued to go back to h im .”
Reed said his book should be of
special interest to rare-book
co lle ctors, scholars of 17th
Century France, and librarians
The book was published under the
auspices of the Center for
H isto ric a l and
P h ilo lo g ic a l
Research at the Sorbonne in one
of its nationally-subsidized series
of publications.
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PLANNING

( L U N )— Folk
singer
R ic
Masten will appear in a free
public concert Tuesday at 7:30
p.m in Riverview Lounge of
Memorial Union.
Masten gave up a comfortable
living as a Hollywood songwriter
in the 1950s to be free to write
songs that reflected life more
authentically for him. He wrote
and composed while he made a
living as a short-order cook,
trashman, cement finisher, day
laborer, artist, sculptor, and
newspaperman.
Masten was discovered by a
group of California Unitarians
and for the past several years has
appeared on college campuses, in
schools and
in
U nitarianU n iv e rsa list
churches
and
fellowships He has also sung and
read his poetry in England and
Wales.
M a s te n ’s
ap p e a ra n c e
at
Lawrence will be co-sponsored by
the university’s Special Events
Committee and the Fox Valley
Unitarian-Universalist
Fellow
ship.

NO MINIMUM BALANCE R K O M R K D

*

AMt RICAN F AMU V

Masten to
Sitijj Tuesday

Fee Free
Student Checking

PREGNANCY?

AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING IS A
HOSPITAL AFFILIATED ORGANIZA
TION OFFERING YOU ALL ALTERNA
T IVFS TO AN UNW'VNTED PHCGNAN
CY FOR INFORMATION IN YOUR
AREA CALL

Reed received a B A degree in
F rench
from
P rin ce ton
University and his M A and Ph D.
degrees
from
Brown
U n iv ersity. C u rren tly he is
co n stru ctin g a c o m p a ra tiv e
study of devotional poetry and
tragedies by Pierre Corneille.

la u o

Music
Theatre
Literature
Philosophy
Art
Apprenticeship to
Banner Players
Productions

$ 3 5—Student-at-large cred it hour
High School graduates eligible
Housing available.
Contact: Dr. Donald Morrison
GEORGE W IL L IA M S COLLEG E
555 31st Street
Downers Grove, III. 60515
(312) 964 3100

Early Music Consort
To Perform April 19
Musical instruments not only
get older, they get better.
That m ight be the motto of the
Early Music Consort of London, a
group that believes old in 
struments have a significant role
in 20th century music making.

Dance Co.
Performs
Dancers jazz, dancers classi
cal and dancers independent will
perform May 24 and 25 in a varied
and
c h a lle n g in g
concert.
Directed by Ms. Wende Harmon,
dance instructor, the Lawrence
U niversity D ance C o m pany
began rehearsals this week for
the performance.
Fifteen dancers were chosen b^
a u d itio n . They in clude Sally
Pierson, Cheryl Lee, Lori VanderVelde, Gaye Griffith, Wendy
Y a m a s h ita , C athy K ennedy,
Paula Jackson, Lucie Schaff,
Patti Johns, Nancy Evans, Susan
Mack, Mary Flannery, Cindy
Figge, Jill Dalton and Kathy
Kottcamp.
Patti Johns and Nancy Evans
will be performing solos. Patti
will also dance a duet with an asyet-unnamed m ale partner.
Participating in the opening
number and the finale, the entire
company will break up into
groups for several short n u m 
bers. “Spanish Lace,” ‘T ubular
Bells,” “ Four M arys,” “ Y o u ’ve
Got a F riend,” “Spiders and
Snakes,” “ Lord’s Prayer,” Jazz
Num ber,” ‘The Entertainer,”
and “ V ariations” are planned
numbers in the concert.
Crush
all smokes
dead out.

The Consort will appear in the
final concert of the ’73-’74 Artist
Series next Friday, April 19, at 8
p.m in the Chapel.
F or their pe rfo rm a nc e at
L aw rence, the Consort has
selected a p ro g ram en title d
“ M usic
for
P rin ce s
and
Peasants.” This program ex
plored the contrasts between
courtly and popular elements in
medieval and renaissance music.
The Early Music Consort was
formed by David Munrow in 1967,
with the intention of giving
au th e n tic but p o p u la rly a t 
tractive performances of preclassical music of the medieval,
renaissance and baroque periods.
The five m em bers of the
Consort each specialize in a
particular aspect of early music,
as well as playing a variety of
in stru m e n ts w hich, for the
combined group, includes the
bagpipes, recorders, gemshorns,
kortho lts, cru m h o rn s, crw ths,
lutes and a variety of others.
With each member an out
standing musician in his own
right, the reputation of the group
grew so quickly that in 1970 alone,
the group gave 58 concerts
abroad. Since that time, the
e n s e m b le ’ s
o ve rseas
engagements have continued to
in cre ase,
in c lu d in g
per
formances in most of the world’s
m ajor musical centers, including
New York, Toronto and Vienna.
Future plans include return visits
to Belgium and Scandanavia and
tours of Italy, the Near East and
Australia.
B e s id e s
s t r a ig h t f o r w a r d
recitals, the Consort has made
many other kinds of music, in
cluding backing for pop and folk
records, educational programs
for E ng land’s Open University,
and incidental music for plays,
film s, documentaries and radio
programs.
This concert is the final event
of the ’73-’74 A rtist Series.
Previous programs this season
have in clude d concerts by
violinist Charles Treger, soprano
E lisa b e th S chw arzk opf and
Count Basie and his Orchestra.
Tickets for the Consort per
formance can be obtained from
the Lawrence Box Office, 734
8695. Prices are $5 for adults and
$3 for students. If available,
student “ rush” tickets will be
sold for $1 50, be g inn in g 15
minutes before the concert.
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CHICK COREA and Return to Forever will perform in the Chapel on Thursday, April 25.
Tickets for the concert, which will also include the John Harmon Quartet, are on sale at
the box office and a number of Appleton retail establishments at $3 in advance. Tickets at
the door, if available, will be $3.50.

Counselors, LUCC Housing
Clash Over Singles
by Lisa Weins
“ We
felt
slig hted,
like
somebody put something over
us,” said Marc Charette at a
special
counselor
m eeting
Tuesday night.” It ’s as if the rug
was pulled out from under our
feet,” he added. Counselors had
just discovered that 21 singles
had been designated for them
instead of the expected 38.
Charette and others met, and a
group of about 25 counselors
claimed they would resign if
counselors were not given more
singles.
“ I t ’s not that we are upset
about the fact that counselors
were not given more singles. It is
that counselors were not con
sulted about the decision. There
was no student in p u t,” one
counselor asserted
A fter
D eans
H irby
and
P illin g e r m et with R ic h a rd
Haynes, director of dormitories,
W ednesday
to discuss the
situation, counselors were told
that 32 singles would be available
instead of 21.
When told of the decision Mike
Nowak, a member of the LUCC
housing committee which drafted
(he new housing policy said. “ For
every counselor we put in a single
we are depriving a senior of a
single If having a single is that
important to the counselors, they
should go through room choosing
like everyone else.”
Nowak and Hokan M ille r,
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another housing co m m itte e
m em b er feel that the c o m 
m ittee’s authority may have been
usurped by the decision to give
counselors more singles. “The
housing committee’s policy is
that we all pay the same but
rooms are different. To equalize
the situation, we can guarantee
that sometime during the four
years at Lawrence, a student can
live in a single,” Miller stated. By
in cre asin g
the n u m b e r of
counselor singles, he feels, there
will be less singles available to
seniors.
According to Charette, though,
“ Counselors perform a valuable
service. The only compensation
is a little edge in housing.” Later
he asked, “ Which is more im 
portant? A counselor who is
helping freshmen or a senior who
wants a single? Counselors are
e a rn in g their k ee p.” M ike
Greene, a 1974-75 counselor
claimed, “ I don’t feel I can
counsel as effectively in a double
as in a single.”
Dean Hirby was at the Tuesday
meeting to field grievances and
explain the position of the deans.
“ I ’m sorry that the impression
was given that slightly less than
half of the rooms would be
singles.
The n u m b e r
was
changed late last week, as it had
to be revised in light of the
changes in the incoming fresh
men class,” he said. He ex
plained that at the last meeting
with Mr. Haynes had said that
“Twenty one singles was the
highest he could go.”
Several
counselors
were
concerned that because of the
problems this year, it would be
difficult next year to attract

Luggage, Leathrrgoods, Gift»
303 W. College Ave.
Downtown Appleton

counselor applicants. One called
for a definite system of counselor
housing. “ I ’d like to see
something concrete,” he said
“ We should know ahead what
kind of housing is available
before we apply. Singles should
not be the only reason, but
counselors at other places get
room or board.”
Part of the problem, according
to som e housing c o m m itte e
members, is that the Deans office
did not submit a proposal for the
location of counselor’s rooms
until the first week of third term
After the decision to increase
counselor rooms to 32 was an 
nounced Wednesday, Charette
said, “ I am very happy with the
decision. You don’t want to push
too hard, and I don’t feel we did.
But if you don’t push hard
enough, nothing happens.”
N ow ak, thoug h, was less
pleased. Pointing to the March
1974 LUCC legislation, he feels
that it quite clearly outlines both
a d m in is tr a tio n and housing
committee authority. Yet Hirby
said, “That is a reading of the
legislation that I don’t share.”
The legislation reads (in part):
“ Step 1. The University ad
m in is tr a tio n , alo ng w ith the
LUCC housing committee, will
determine the number of fresh
men to be housed in certain
dormitories and their particular
lo c atio n w ith in each
h a ll,
together with the number of
c o u n se lo r’s ro o m s .” A nother
section reads “Single rooms and
suites shall go on a campus wide
seniority basis.”
The housing c o m m itte e is
made up of Mike Nowak, Hokan
Miller, Sue Parker, Sue Olski,
Larry Tremaine, Renee H am 
m ond, L o rra in e Z im m e r m a n ,
in stru c to r
in an thropo log y ,
K enneth
S ager,
associate
professor of education, Dean
Hirby and Dean Pillinger. Mr.
Haynes is a non-voting member.
Hirby observed that “ Clearly the
question of the actual role of the
LUCC housing committee is a big
one.” Sum m ing the feelings of
many on the housing committee,
Hokan Miller later remarked
“ Now it’s our turn to have the rug
pulled out from under our feet.”
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Committee on Admissions. . .
(Cont. from P. 1, Col. 5)
together to be able to make
policy.”
Headrick admitted that “ I have
not been a very vigorous
chairm an” and recognizing it as
a cause of the com mittee’s
ineffectiveness, suggests that if it
does remain, he will recommend
that he be replaced as the
chairm an.
Some of the m ajor problems,
according to Campos, LeVan and
Harper, are that decisions made
by the c o m m itte e are not
followed through, and “ decisions
are made before the Committee
can act.”
Campos specifically cites a
decision by the committee last
year to stop sending out “ grey
c a r d s ” or p r e lim in a r y a p 
plication cards.
This year they were sent out
again and 1300 students who
received them did not send them
back for the college catalog and
the application form
Canterbury says that no formal
decision was made last year
altho u gh he rem e m b ers the
discussions.
Campos had felt that a con
sensus had been reached last
year. The committee has since
voted officially to stop using
“ grey cards” , although Can
terbury said that in very special
circumstances, few enough to be
negligible, they will be used.

committee but it bothers him that
there is an “ implicit feeling that
administrative decisions without
faculty and student consideration
is suspect- not necessarily wrong,
but certainly suspect.”
The central controversy about
the committee’s ineffectiveness
concerns C a nterb ury , though.
‘The D ire cto r of A dm ission
should not have an o ffic ia l
position on the co m m itte e ”
because opinions and policy are
automatically filtered through
him before becoming policy. “ If
he likes he ‘remembers’, if he
doesn’t, it’s shelved’’, added
lA»Van.
Information does not come out
of Canterbury freely, according
to Harper. Campos elaborated:
“ the committee asks Canterbury
questions and som etim es he
answers— he rarely offers in
formation— only if asked, gives
answers.”
H arper
added
th at,
as
secretary of the c o m m itte e ,
Canterbury doesn’t write up the
minutes until after the meeting
and also “ interprets decisions
and follows up as he wants.”
Headrick asserted that there
were no “ sinister motives” behind
Canterbury’s writing up of the
minutes, or his selection as
secretary of the committee. It is
just that he can be forced to be
secretary w hile
the other
members can’t be If anyone
wants to be secretary, Headrick
said that he was sure Canterbury
would gladly give up the position.
Canterbury explained that he
had never heard any complaints
about the minutes before last
Friday’s meeting of the com 
mittee and that “ I am scrupulous
about trying not to do that sort of
thing.”

The issue that brought the
problems of the committee to a
head was the decision to put an ad
in a scholastic journal for a new
ad m issio ns counselor. This
counselor will be paid more than
Hose Woodson, whohe-she will be
replacing. To pay the higher
salary, the admission office will
not send Lawrence students ‘on
the road’ recruiting in the fall any
more.
In response to the allegation
Unfortunately the Admissions that he withholds information, he
committee was not consulted stated: “ I ’m not failing to give
about this decision. The members them information that I ’ve dug
were merely sent a note in out, but they haven’t told me
what they want. I provide the
forming them of the ad and
information that I think will be
te llin g them they w ould be
helping to select the person.
Campos demanded to know why
the committee had not been in 
volved in that decision. Can
terbury explained afterwards,
“ It didn’t occur to us to go to the
Admissions committee. This may
demonstrate how ineffective I
think the committee is.” The
decision was made by Can
terbury, Headrick, Lee Ester,
Director of Publications and
Public Information, and Davol
M eader, Vice P reside nt for
Development and External Af
fairs.
C a n te rb u ry ex plaine d that
many policy decisions are made
outside of the committee by
people from areas of “ relative
expertise” on a subject, placing
them in a position to know what is
best. He acknowledged that these
individuals could report to the

useful I ’m not trying to hide
anything. — What is frustrating
the committee is that I don’t have
the answers they want.”
Everyone does agree that the
question of admissions is ex
tremely important. Harper ex
plained that he resigned from the
committee because he felt the
issue to be important enough to
bring attention to. Campos said
that admissions was the single
m ost im p o rta n t a c tiv ity at
Lawrence today. “ If Lawrence is
to survive, it must do so as an
excellent school academ ically” ,
and that academic quality, he felt
prim arily determined by the
admission policies.
LeVan pointed out that this has
not happened in the absence of
admissions problems. At present
admissions are down 18 percent.
Earlier in the year, they were
down as much as 50 percent from
last year’s figures for that date.
Only about 12-15 Black students
have applied Canterbury can ’t
explain why so few blacks have
applied
Several suggestions have been
made about alternatives to the
Admissions committee as it is
now. A committee could be
formed to make general policy
for the admissions department
and also the career
and
placement office. The committee
could be kept, but made directly
responsible to the president The
Analytic Studies committee and
the Academic Planning com 
m itte e
could
assum e
the
responsibilities of the Admissions
committee. The committee could
be retained, but without Can
terbury as a voting member. I t ’s
purpose should be defined more
specifically to make it useful, and
its process could be formalized.
The members agree that the
faculty and students should have
a say in the determination of
admissions policy. The student
and faculty on the committee say
they don’t actually get that
representation at present.

New Paperbacks
—THE RESURRECTION—John Gardner
Now in paperback.
—BOOK OF MASSAGE—Gunilla Knutson
The healthful, joyous liberation from stress and tension. Learn
it with someone you love.
—LAUGHING ALL THE WAY—Barbara Howar
A real insider’s look at many public and private guises in
Washington.
-THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE—Colin M. Turnbul
Describes the dehumanization of an African tribe that in less
than three generations has deteriorated from a large working
group into small bands living in fear of each other.
—THE M AXFIELD PARRISH POSTER BOOK
Collection of Parrish’s greatest posters with an introduction by
Maurice Sendak
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LU Faculty Women
Defy Sociologists’ Image

CODY SPLITT, Appleton Attorney and legal
counsel for the local chapter of N O W. speaks
on women in the legal profession during the
first annual Lawrence University Women’s
Week.
QUEEN
Black woman
Yes, this time I mean you
You sho’ nuff had it hard
Bad
Dam n disgusting
Black woman
Tell me what you did
How did you get yourself here
Me too
How
Black woman
Old massa still seeks your thrill
Missy is still bland
Too bad
I t ’s understood
Black woman
Where are your men on this day
Where is missy from yesterday
They’re together
Today
Black woman
Don’t change your mood
Be not my fool, not as my dog
Fight me
I ’ll love you
Black woman
Take me to tomorrow where
I can start to carry you
Happiness
Right on!
Yrag Ahsurej Nosdrahcir

bv Phoeb G rant
Lawrence University’s faculty women are not
entirely typical. But then Lawrence isn’t typical.
Sociologists have statistical evidence to show that
birth order has a definite affect on women’s future.
Although data suggests that first-born or only
children have higher IQs, are more creative, and
have higher aspirations in life, this placement often
acts against women.
A prominent sociologist, Dr. Kenneth Kammeyer,
“ found that firstborn girls are more traditionally
oriented toward the feminine role, have more
traditional beliefs about female personality traits,
are more likely to choose m arriage over college
graduation and are more apt to have a defined sexrole course charted for them by their parents. On
the other hand, a younger daughter might be per
mitted or even encouraged to try something new,
aided in her quest by a lack of fam ily respon
sibility.”
However, Lawrentian faculty women varied from
the stereotype of the professional woman. More of
them (seven of the 11 interviewed) are the eldest or
only child. This is explained by the presence of other
structural and psychological conditions overcoming
the ordinal position in the fam ily.
An example of this would be a strong mother role
for a daughter to follow, as was the case for most
women faculty at Lawrence. All but two mothers of
these women had either a college education, or a
job, or both—an d the two exceptions were offset by
other factors.
Most were raised, as was Ms. Lorraine Z im 
m erm an, instructor in anthropology, “with a selffulfilling attitude instead of being pressured into a
housewife role.” Ms. Dorrit Friedlander, associate
professor of Germ an, was brought up with an in 
centive common to nearly all faculty women,
‘‘education was always stressed as the goal in life
one should arrive at first.” Associate Professor of
music Ms. M iriam D uncan’s mother, a widow,
remained calm while running her own business,
showing her daughter, ‘‘a woman doesn’t need to be
assertive to be self-reliant.”
National affairs also played a great part in the
education of several faculty women. Assistant
Professor of History Ms. Anne Schutte’s “parents
worked themselves through school during the
Depression and thus retained a positive attitude
encouraging creativity.” Ms. Duncan points out
“women had to work during the depression. They
found it necessary to have some educational
training as they were often the sole fam ily
providers.”
World War II worked to the benefit of women in
the 1940’s. Men were in the service and women had
the opportunity and incentive to continue their
education. English professor Elizabeth Forter took

Bush Points Out Two
Worlds of Black Women
Toni M oore

The a m b ig u ity B lack w om en m ust face
throughout their entire lives in American society
was one of the m ajor points Ms. Velvet Bush.
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs at UW-Oshkosh,
spoke of Tuesday, the second day of Lawrence
University’s Women’s Week
Ms. Bush explained that the ability of Black
women to live in two worlds “ has had to develop as
a survival mechanism unlike any other in history. ”
She said that because the Black woman has always
been considered “ less threatening and easier to
handle” than the Black man. they have had more
access to white homes and businesses, such as in the
positions of maids and in companies where a Black
person is needed for quota purposes
The Black woman, continued Ms. Bush, has had to
simultaneously cope with the oppression she met at
these jobs in the white world, and the raising of her
children with pride and self respect in the Black
world Ms. Bush noting that “a certain flexibility is
necessary in an ambiguous situation,” said that this
flexibility is partially how the Black woman has
survived in America
Acknowledging that Black men do show some of
the same sexist characteristics as white men, she
said Black men do not however, wield the power,
political or otherwise, to actually enforce any op
pressive action against Black women, and cannot
therefore be considered chauvinistic. She said that

the Black woman was not fighting the Black man in
her struggle, for he was not their true oppressor,
though he had certain characteristics of the white
m an ’s sexist views. “ We as Black people cannot
afford to have slaves of slaves,” she commented.
Ms. Bush clarified the part Black women play in
the entire women’s movement, as well as in the
Black movement. She stated that, although white
women and Black women may want some of the
same things, such as child care and abortion rights,
there are “different dimensions of the same
problems,” due to totally differing lifestyles
She said that because of this. Black women cannot
and should not be in the mainstream of the Women’s
Liberation Movement and involved in groups like
NOW
National Black Feminist Organization,
which deals with the specific problems Black
women have, if any w om an’s group was to be
backed at all.
Participation in any type of wom en’s movement
is always weighed against the larger movement all
Black people are inevitably involved it^ said Ms.
Bush. She noted that the larger struggle should
always stand in the foreground and take definite
priority over the w om an’s battle
Rebutting the common rem ark that Black women
have already achieved the liberation white women
are now protesting for, Ms. Bush said, “ We aren’t
liberated until we can grow without the yoke of
poverty and racism ."

advantage of this situation and continued her
education “directlv through graduate school with
the instruction of excellent female professors at the
University of Wisconsin.”
Ms. Duncan, also educated during the war era.
observed “the real discrim ination came after the
war, when the younger women dropped out of school
to make homes for the boys returning from duty.”
Women still suffer from the notion that they are an
employment risk because they will quit their jobs to
have children.
Three L.U. faculty women are successfully
m anaging careers while raising children. Ms. Soma
Gotman, Assistant Professor of Slavic languages,
went directly to graduate school, having fortunately
found a competent baby-sitter for her infant son.
Ms. Frances Rehl, lecturer in music, did halt her
career temporarily for her two children. She
believes “ it is very important for the mother to be
present during the formative years.” Ms. Rehl then
returned to teaching with “ more m aturity and a
fresh attitude.”
The demands on the energy of a working mother
were brought out by Ms. Duncan, who also believes
it is necessary to be at home during the early years,
“ part-time work seems to be about the best
solution to the problem .”
Conservatory faculty feel they are fortunate in
this respect. Duncan indicates “ it is easier to
arrange your time around lessons, so it combines
well with a fam ily. Yet the difficulties which arise
when a mother m aintains a 9 to 5 job can be han
dled—today’s young women are prepared to
overcome the barriers.”
Another advantage the music professors have
was suggested by Ms. M ari Taniguchi, associate
professor of music. “There is no sex discrim ination
in this field because it is so competitively based on
ab ility.”
Z im m erm an feels “discrim ination to be a fun
dam ental of the past. The new civil rights laws put
pressure on institutions as persons are able to take
them to court for unfair practices. And where
discrim ination does exist, it is very subtle and
difficult to detect.”
Although the image of women is changing, it is
still not really equal. Ms. Z im m erm an stated:
“ More women are rem aining single and this status
is becoming more acceptable. Increasingly evident
is a “ true-to-self” attitude am ong women in the
profession. Women must think of themselves as a
person first and then as a female, instead of hiding
behind prejudice. They m ust be willing to work
outside of role models and not be afraid to go
against expectations.”
Ms. Gotm an surmounted the barriers by not
acknowledging their presence.
One woman has had problems in dealing with a
“ m ale orientated adm inistration.” She finds herself
“ stymied by a lack of freedom to be independent in
teaching and advising techniques.” She had suf
fered for her outspokenness, but as long as women
let themselves be overrun, they deserve it.
Women faculty members take on more burdens
than necessary without com plaining, in fear of
retribution. Ms. Duncan “ suffered from tokenism ”
in her early years at Lawrence—a committee felt
that they should have a woman for appearance sake
and called on her. Yet, “ women at Lawrence aren’t
a voice in faculty policy only because they haven’t
tried.”
With one exception, women faculty have no
reason to believe there is any salary discrim ination
between sexes at this institution. Ms. Anne Jones,
Professor of French remembers when the dif
ferences were real.
Since then, Lawrence has made a tremendous
effort to bring salaries, for both sexes, up to a
competitive level with top-notch schools. As Ms.
Gotman points out, “ the salary is advertised with
the position and they can ’t really change it once
they hire a w om an.”
Which brings up the question of hiring. For some
reason, not necessarily the university’s fault, “ the
number of women instructors has noticeably and
steadily diminished over the last 25 years,” the
period in which Ms. Duncan has been here. It may
be, from a sociologists’ point of view, that the
university will have to give more thought to
providing models for the female students by e m 
ploying more women faculty to show an incentive
for continuing their education.
Years ago, when the president did the hiring,
President Pusey made a conscious effort to find
qualified women for open positions. Now the
departments have taken over and “ in their search
for “the best person” they seem to overlook com 
petent w om en.” stated Jones.
Even a single man. more so than a woman, may
not be hired in preference to a m arried m an with a
fam ily to support This trend is changing as younger
men are coming into positions of hiring employees.

Label “Faculty Wife”
Restricts Woman's Role
by Margee Greenberg
Before leaving Ithaca, N Y ., one of my husband’s
graduate student friends bade me good-bye. The
usual handshaking and promises to correspond
were exchanged, but what struck me most for
cefully was his statement, “ I hope you enjoy being a
faculty wife.” My reaction was somewhat awkward
because I had given very little thought to my sup
posed “new” role. Needless to say, I had become
fam iliar with the term “grad wife” during our four
years in Ithaca. Occassionally, I would receive
newsletters reminding me of my opportunities to
join other graduate wives for luncheons, bridge
games, and m acram e lessons. But priding myself
on what may well be a false sense of autonomy, I
dismissed this group as I had sororities in the past.
Presum ably, if I had properly appreciated my
apprenticeship as a grad wife, I would have been
well prepared for my new position. But because I
had failed to consider myself as merely an ap
pendage of my husband’s career, I was hard put to
answer our friend’s well-meaning wish that I would
enjoy my new “ faculty wifeship” as much as my
husband would enjoy his new professorship. What
follows then, is a partial answer to a question asked
by the same friend when we saw him last Decem
ber : “How does it feel to be a faculty w ife?”
Faculty wife! The sexist presuppositions of the
language have never been more apparent. After all,
men who are m arried to women professors are
rarely referred to as “faculty husbands.” Am I
privileged or cursed with this new title which in
corporates me into a sub-category of wivery: the
faculty wife? From grad wife to faculty wife, I have
supposedly moved up the ladder to be classified
more than ever in terms of my husband’s career;
and this classification is designated solely on the
basis of his personal achievement. But beyond the
efforts to categorize, the terminology seems to
imply membership in an organization when, in fact,
it is only one more label that is designed to compel
women to behave in certain ways.
It is well understood that we are expected to be
good wives, mothers, cooks, efficient household
operators and careful consumers. However, for the
faculty wife there is an additional dimension which
involves playing hostess to the local intelligentsia.
On the one hand, it is important to exhibit com 
petence in traditional ways (the kitchen, raising
c h ild re n , and devoting tim e to volunteer
organizations), while on the other, these traditional
tasks are to be performed in a way appropriate to
one enjoying the status of faculty wife. F ar too often
the result is that women sacrifice the development
of many of their personal capabilities and a m 
bitions. In effect, they redirect their own talents in
ways which conform to the social role established
for them by the “ intellectual” community in which
they live.

Futhermore, the words “faculty wife” serve to
distort my relationship to women generally. They
amorphously link me with other faculty wives, but
also tend to separate me from the larger com
munity of women. In fact, wives of academics are
notoriously intimidating to women far removed
from the hallowed halls of the academy. Needless to
say, this is an unfortunate circumstance since the
term “faculty wife” only suggests what our
husbands have in common rather than what we as
women share beyound our husbands’ careers.
Moreover, though I reap the economic and social
rewards of my husband’s status (as the wives of
many professional men do), I am also asked to
believe that I am somehow special because the
adjective “faculty” modifies the noun “wife.” This
is a superfluous inflation of status without which I
can do quite easily.
Clearly, being a faculty wife is not an occupation
any more than being the wife of a doctor, or a
lawyer, or a mill worker is. Why should the wives of
professors—and not other women—find a portion of
their lives virtually magnified to a career status? I
have enough trouble sorting out my role as a woman
and wife without the additional conflict of how to be
a faculty wife. Everywhere women have begun to
re-examine many of the standard roles which have
been assigned to them. This is a difficult process
which involves a fundamental reordering of at-

titudes and behavior; and it is only made more
confusing when yet another layer of sexist
categories is involved
Similarly, the use of words like “Miss” or “Mrs ” ,
as opposed to Ms., impose inadequate and un
necessary labels on women Although the insistence
on replacing Ms. for Miss or Mrs. may often seem
foolish, this substitution nonetheless reflects a
concern for eliminating irrelevant information with
respect to a wom an’s m arital status. Furthermore,
this is not a trivial issue, for outmoded and
misleading labels often affect our psychic in
terpretation of ourselves.
In a larger sense therefore, designations like
“ faculty wife,” “ Miss,” and “M rs.” present
psychological barriers to the formation of a truly
feminist perspective. In effect, they make it more
difficult for women to change their lives in an in
dependent, autonomous, and creative way. Lest I be
misunderstood, I should make it clear that I do not
wish to suggest that all women have either the need
or the desire to change their lives; but I do think
that designations like “ faculty wife” make such an
evolution more difficult for those of us who do want
to move in a new and different direction.
Traditionally men have provided the basis around
which women have organized their relationships to
other women. From high school cheerleaders whose
common concerns center around the victories and
defeats of their local football heroes to faculty wives
who gloat over their h u sb a n d s’ scholarly
achievements, women are defined and identified in
terms which deny and implicitly reject the essential
commonality of their experience as women. In
essence, the natural affinity which all women share
is sublimated in favor of artificial and accidental
connections derived entirely from the fun
damentally irrelevant activities of men.
Therefore, terms like “faculty w ife” , “Miss” , and
“ M rs.,” are linguistic devices through which the
roles of women are narrowed. The language itself
serves to create a synthetic label which prescribes
rather than describes a woman's role. Personally, I
choose to cast these words aside not so much
because I find them offensive, but rather because I
find them inaccurate. My life- like the lives of all
women is far richer, varied, and diverse than those
words can possibly suggest.

Long Way For Women
When the American Tobacco Company introduced
it’s prima donna weed, Virginia Slims, they sold it with a
dedication to women, saying that they had come a long
way. According to the American Tobacco Company,
progress for women is having a new source of cancer
named for them.
We, however, think there is something more to be
said for women Henceforth, the following pages have
been done in conjunction with the Downer Women’s
Council. Within are personal views of women and
organizations, feature-type stories and even an economic
analysis of the L.U. woman It is altogether fitting that
we do this.
It is, to say the least, about time that women were
recognized as real people. Yes they are! Women think,
add, subtract, read Wall Street Journal, READ Playboy,
and they have been known to watch things on television
other than “Somerset.” Women are in Congress. Women
are in positions of decision making in various cor
porations, institutions, communications, etc. Women are
everywhere.
Women have come a long way. They are now past
their own cigarettes. And before it’s over, who knows
what will happen. Whatever progress is made, we
welcome it. Perhaps they will get their own cigar!

MARY LOU ROBINSON, Assistant Public
Defender, Outagamie County

Attempts Made To Increase
Number of Faculty Women
by Nancy Robrowitz
“ We’ll hire a green hermaphrodite if he’s the best
qualified.” This statement was characteristic of the
responses The Lawrentian obtained when a sam 
pling of the faculty was asked how they felt about
hiring women.
Women comprised 50 per cent of the original
faculty in 1853. Today, they only take up about 8 per
cent of the total. There are several positions open
this year and many departments are in the process
of interviewing candidates right now.
The Math department has already hired one
woman, according to Richard Long, chairm an of
the department. Long stated that his selection
committee looked for the best qualified person,
considering the fact that the best was a woman
an added benefit. Others shared his point of view.
Being a woman “is a plus” in any candidate’s favor,
said Ronald Mason, chairm an of the Anthropology
department. “ I ’d love to hire a w om an,” said
Michael Goldstein, chairm an of the Psychology
department, “ but none have applied.” Thomas
Headrick, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
said that the applications from women and minority
groups rate a second look. “ When in doubt, we in 
vite them to the campus But once they’re here, they
receive the same treatm ent.”
Judging from these comments, it appears that
Lawrence is destined soon to have an all-female
faculty However, though everyone is willing to hire
women, not many departments are able to do so
I^awrence must compete with many other schools
for the relatively few women who are available The
Economics department “ made a very strong effort
to hire a woman, but we’ve lost one already,” said

Jules LaRocque, chairm an. He explained that one
very qualified woman accepted a job at a different
school
I^awrence’s location in Appleton is also a
disadvantage. Appleton is a notoriously “ tough”
town for singles, and there are limited employment
opportunities here for the husbands of married
women. I^aRocque commented that the selection
process is highly dependent on luck, but Parker
Marden, chairm an of the Sociology department,
emphasized the need for a complete search in order
to locate as many qualified candidates as possible.
Years ago, the faculty was not quite so receptive
to the idea of hiring more women Anne Schutte,
assistant professor of history, attributed the change
in attitude to an increasing awareness of the
existence of the women’s movement on campus
Marden, Long, and Barbara Pillinger, Dean of
Women, also noted this change, although Pillinger
felt it had come about “ in thought but not inaction ”
All of those questioned felt that the best person
available to I^awrence should definitely be the one
who is hired. To do anything else would be
"cheating our students,” said LaRocque. Never
theless, the pressure is on for more women on the
faculty. Pillinger cited their importance in
referring to a study which found that “the visibility
of wom en successfully p e rfo rm in g highly
professional jobs positively influences the career
aspirations of female students.”
Perhaps as a reflection of that pressure, the
situation is now such that President Smith stated,
“ All other things being equal, we would choose a
woman over a man ”

League Way of Life: Politics Participation

ANN BRUMMOND, Assistant District At
torney, Outagamie County and new Sage head
resident.

Ambitions Vary
by Lisa Weins
Housewifery seems to be passe, at least for some
Lawrence University women. Even some of the
seniors who plan on m arrying right after
graduation want at least a part-time job.
Women graduates, though, do not seem to have
been quite as ambitious or fortunate. Only 30 per
cent of the women graduating in 1973 went on to
graduate school and other schooling. Compared
with 40 per cent of the men, the total is not
disastrous but is certainly not praiseworthy. About
a fifth hold teaching positions, while a third have
“other positions.”
From 1961-1973 the num ber of women going on to
graduate school has at least been consistent. At
times much lower than the num ber of men, it has
never risen above 40 per cent during those years
In 1972 for example, the percentage of women
dropped to 24 per cent while 36 per cent of the men
were in school. Other percentages are just as low A
quarter of the women in 1971, 21 per cent in 1967 and
26 per cent in 1961 provide fairly represenatative
sampling.
While the numbers of men going to graduate
school and other schooling has fluctuated as wildly
as the stock m arket, a consistent 20-30 per cent of
the women seems to have stabilized, at least until
now.
Even so, the number of women who m arry with no
career has plum meted from 15 per cent in 1961 to 8
per cent in 1973. The numbers employed in areas
other than teaching has also increased
After graduation, the experiences of a woman can
vary greatly. A sampling from the class of 1972
shows that many are teachers or substitute
teachers, a surprisingly large number enrolled in
secretarial courses and several are in graduate or
professional school
Other jobs include that women have paralegal
work, bank teller, nurse’s aid, park worker, lab
technician, sales clerk and worker for the E n 
vironmental Protection Agency.
Yet on information cards sent out by the Office of
Career Planning and Placem ent, it seems that
many were once very interested in continuing their
schooling Whether this is a national or purely
Appleton trend is impossible to tell without more
information. It is clear that graduates of the class of
1972 were much more ambitious on paper than in
practice.
It is also difficult to say that this is a purely
feminine problem Many of the male graduates of
the same class seem to have run into the same
difficulties in carrying through their plans
Undergraduate interest is wide, though Fresh
men polled randomly indicated an interest in
ra n c h in g , E gy p to lo g y , te a c h in g , psychology,
writing and “a working part-time mother ” One
freshman was not sure what she would end up
doing, but was sure that she wanted her salary to be
higher than her husband’s.
Seniors, on the other hand, seem a little more
subdued. I^aw and business school was mentioned
often, along with graduate school and teaching
Success standards are hard to set up and even
more difficult to follow It has been suggested that
women at colleges with higher numbers of women
faculty members and adm inistrators are more
successful than their counterparts at a school like
I^awrence with few women Of course, there is no
simple formula that tells us that if a school provides
women undergraduates with “x ” number of suc
cessful women as stimulus, then “y ” number of
those undergraduates will be inspired
In fact, the only definite statement that can be
made about what women do after they graduate
from l^awrence is that they are often quite in 
definite.

bv Marlys Fritzell
President. Appleton L.W.V.
When asked what type of organization the League
of Women Voters was,one member responded that it
was not an organization at all, but a “way of life.”
That “way of life” grew out of the National
American Woman Suffrage Association on a
proposal by Carrie Chapm an Catt. In 1920, the year
the 19th Amendment to the Constitution was
proclaimed in effect, the League of Women Voters
was founded and Carrie Chapm an Catt said: ‘The
vote is won. Seventy-two years the battle for this
privilege has been waged, but hum an affairs with
their eternal change move on without pause.
Progress is calling to you to make no pause. A c t!”
The purpose of the organization then as now is to
encourage the informed and active participation of
all citizens in government and politics. Membership
is open to all women citizens of voting age. A m ajor
change is expected next month when delegates to
the national convention will vote on a recommended
bylaw change which would extend voting m e m 
bership to men.
The League of Women Voters as an organization
is nonpartisan; it neither supports nor opposes
candidates, nor does it line up with or against
political parties. However, League members, as
individuals, are encouraged to support the can
didate or party of their choice. The League does
take action on selected governmental issues and
works vigorously toward achieving support for
League positions.
Just as government in the U.S. functions on three
levels, so does the League of Women Voters. When a
woman joins a local League, she also becomes a
m ember of the state and national League. The
LWVUS has 160,000 members in more than 1,300
local Leagues in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands. Senator George Aiken, R. Vt.,
when told some years ago the number of LWV
members in the U.S. exclaimed, “Only 135,000 of
them? I thought there were m illio n s!” Indeed the
League of Women Voters is a highly visible
organization. It has achieved this image through a
two-fold program of w ork—Voters Service and
League Program
Voters Service includes such activities as
distribution of inform ation on candidates and
issues, candidates forums, voter registration and
voting procedure inform ation, and courses in
practical politics. League Program consists of

governmental issues which members have selected
for study at all three levels—local, state, and
national. Members research the issue, share ideas
in discussion groups, reach decisions (consensus),
and then lobby in support of specific measures
which im plement these positions.
On the local level leagues have studied and acted
on such things as city planning and zoning, local
financing and budgeting, forms of local govern
ment, library and health services, educational
facilities, and open housing ordinances. On the
state level Leagues have worked for laws which
provide equality in opportunity in education, e m 
ployment, and housing, fair apportionment of
legislatures, court reform, and in areas of
education, welfare services, election laws and
women’s rights. The national League has and
continues to work in areas such as environmental
quality, civil rights, congressional reform, foreign
economic policy, United Nations, and cam paign
financing reform. This month the League is con
ducting a nation-wide petition drive calling upon the
U.S. Congress to pass a much-needed strong
cam paign financing reform bill.
On the issue of equal rights for women the League
of Women Voters was admittedly slow in entering
the arena Ruth Clusen, president-elect of the
LWVUS, quite frankly stated just after the League
finally moved into the struggle last year: “ What
could be more ironic than that we who are the direct
descendants of the suffrage movement should have
sat on the sidelines while a new generation of
women sought to bring reality to w ords!” Once the
decision to join the cause had been m ade the League
moved quickly. The League has formed coalitions
with other groups and is active in the present
cam paign for ratification of the national Equal
Rights Amendment. After much hard work, the
Wisconsin League shared with others the disap
pointment last week of the defeat of AB 23 (the bill
which would have equalized Wisconsin’s laws on the
basis of sex) in the Wisconsin legislature. The
disappointment was not only over the defeat of the
measure, but also over the legislative procedure
which allowed for the method of defeat.
Would Carrie Chapm an Catt feel at home in the
League today? If the League is a “way of life” and if
members can continue to recognize the changing
life style in the U.S. and the changing needs and
concerns of its citizens then the answer is “yes.”

Women, Be Flexible; W ork
on Philosophy of Jelly Stains
by Sarah Larson
Sometimes I ’m feeling morose and sit on the edge
of my bed peering into a dirty saucepan complete
with a handleless lid which waits at my feet because
I don’t have a table. And at those times, when I ’m
more interested in reading the names of publishers
on the sides of my textbooks than opening those
books, I ’m sure that a career alone would be pretty
unsatisfactory. Somehow, dirty pans wouldn’t be
nearly as obnoxious if there was a table and
someone sitting across from me. Also at those
times, I figure out that my bedroom-study-parlorkitchen (and, when I ’m lucky, bar-den of iniquity) is
bounded by walls that would fit four twin beds
lengthwise or four and a half twin beds sideways
provided no one tries to open the door And I wonder
what it would be like to have more space and have it
cluttered with virtually ignored plants, tinkertoys,
and a diaper or two.
But then I think about dashing from work to make
the day care center before it closes and they give
my kid to Goodwill, harassed because I can ’t
remember if it ’s my turn to make dinner and, if so, I
forgot to buy food. And I think about typing last
m inute news stories on a kitchen table garnished
with jelly stains with much yelling from another
room because someone decorated a law dictionary
with fingerpaint.
This is the age of unlim ited opportunity for
women All the stum bling blocks are still there but
now we have Random House printing books that
exhort us to overcome, rise to the occasion, and rise
to the top even if it requires gritted teeth and a
quickie course in self-defense.
But ever get the feeling that those books have
missed the point9 Maybe the problem isn’t
discrim ination so much as circumstances. After all,
it's fine to have a career all mapped out but
whoever plans on a recession economy? And who
plans on some kid throwing up just as you’re
throwing your briefcase into the car? Who plans on
getting The Big Break on a day you’re supposed to
supervise a birthday party?
This is my personal (albeit prejudiced) complaint
with women who toss words at me from all sides

about being an Autonomous Individual, a Liberated
Person, or an Uppity Woman. Granted, it helps to
be aware of the institutional barriers I ’m going to be
forced to hack my way through and it helps to be on
guard against subconsciously lim iting my options.
Yet, so many of those word tossers appear to be
dogm atic and inflexible. On one hand, I resent being
told by other women what I am “ supposed” to be as
m uch as I resent it from men and I think that
dogm atism alienates more people than it liberates.
1 also think inflexibility is self-defeating; if the
party line is that women are individualsAvith great
capacities and diversity, isn’t it silly to insist that
all women share a common perspective and
ideology and belong to an organization pledged to
fight discrim ination? Some women aren’t going to
enjoy politics and would rather just go ahead and
quietly pursue their work in specific fields.
But my real gripe is that dogm atism and in 
flexibility don’t give us the most essential
ingredient for being a woman (or a m an, for that
m atter)—a sense of humor. The women I most
adm ire are those who can raise their fists in the air
and still chuckle a little. Last fall sometime Ms
published an issue devoted to why women don’t
have senses of humor about themselves and why, in
light of what they encounter, they couldn’t possibly
be expected to cultivate that humor. But, Jesus,
how are we going to cope with fingerpaint all over
Ferguson vs. The People if we can’t laugh?
Yes. there is a place for anger and gam e plans
when it comes to institutional discrim ination Still,
probably as much as I ’m going to confront
discrim ination. I ’m going to be screwed by c ir
cumstances. In those instances, there’s nothing I
can do but shrug and smile ruefully.
So. to finish with the point, as everything has a
point. I ’d merely like to m ake a weak plea for
flexibility, a little relaxing, and feeding chemical
nutrients to the sense of humor. I am weary with
anger and soapbox statements, although there is a
place for that. But what I ’d really like is for some
woman to suggest how to be philosophic about jelly
stains and how to get to the day care center on time.

personal viewpoint

LU Women, Find a
Spot on Supply Curve

by Jeff Jackson
Not being one to expose the views of others, I want
it understood that my view of the Lawrence woman
remains apart from that of the male component of
this university. This article is an attempt to express
my views of the Lawrence woman. If upon a first
reading one cannot understand the contents of my
venture then I will be belabored in vain.
The Problem
When one asks me what the Lawrence woman is
like, my initial reaction is one of acerbity. My
bitterness stems, in part, from my experiences in
high school, the remainder erupts from what I have
experienced on campus these last four years. On the
aggregate, the Lawrence woman is no different
from the woman of other universities or even the
woman out of school. I never felt the Lawrence
woman was a different breed. In many cases, she
was nurtured by conservative parents who did not
want their daughter to be blasphemed because of
unnatural acts they m ay have committed. Given
that Lawrence women did not reach Appleton by
going out every weekend, one may witness an
inexperienced female searching for meaning in
academics and in her relationships with the op
posite sex. This inexperience, while not deserving
unwarrented criticism , does create problems vis a
vis male-female relationships. If not m arriage
conscious then it is cut for a good time, two com 
mon aspects of Lawrence women.
‘I saw where you came from. I call out your
name But there’s no answer. We lived on your
doorstep I ’d m ake you my wife but I don’t need
that.’
(Peter Fram ton 1!>7:i)
Beauty
The Lawrence woman cannot be described as the
world’s ugliest intellectual incapable of satisfying
male necessities because male desires are so
contradictory. We want the best of both worlds;
someone to talk with, someone to have fun with.
Granted there are women here who do not strike me
as being temptations; however this is no reason to
believe Lawrence was left out when society sent its
angels to college.
‘Well she’s a woman of the world and God she
knows it. She turns my head everytime she
shows it. There’s nothing you can do, nothing
you can say, no way you can try to change her
She might be gone tommorrow. Honey, say
what you gotta say.’
(S. Tyler 1**74)
Downer Council
I have a m b iv a le n t feelings tow ard all
organizations, let alone Downer Council. On the one
hand, Downer Council
must be a decent
organization since it provides the discriminated,
vociferous women the opportunity to collectivize
their thoughts and im plement them in a serviceable
m anner (eg. W om an’s Week, birth control
literature). On the other hand the council does not
speak for all women. Many Lawrence females know
what they want out of life. What results then is an
organization that wants to help women assert their
individuality and to realize they have been shackled
by m ale chauvinism ( ‘Some of you sitting there with
your c-k in your hand. D on’t get you nowhere. Don’t
m ake you a m a n .’ John Lennon 1970). If this was all
Downer Council did I would have no reservations.
However, I sense the Council’s repudiation for
anything walking on campus that wears pants.
Palpably, the situation could be improved if the
Council would urge more women to attend its
meetings and attempt to inform the entire student
body with what they have discussed. This would
give the Council some feedback from unorganized
males that m ay or may not stimulate student
participation. Who knows, the result may prove to
be more exhilarating than going out with the boys.
Perspective for the Future
Lawrence women are not ugly. Nor do they
deserve to be subservient to the unruly demands of
Lawrence males. They are a species with candor. I
wish the Lawrence m ale would abstain his
bickering he has so much to learn about himself
let alone women. If game-playing did not charac
terize male-female relationships, if females would
attempt to socialize more, if males would admit

they are not always right and that they should treat
women like they were women, there would be no
need for Downer Council, there would be a social
life at Lawrence, and I would not have to practice
celibacy.
An Addendum
Looking at Lawrence women and attempting to
generalize about them is no easy task. The women
vary from class to class and from sorority to nonsorority. Therefore, any economic analysis of the
w om an w a rra n ts sk e p ticism
if not open
disagreement The freshman woman wants to
experience everything (well, almost everything).
Thus she has to be viewed as a costly item The
m ale’s opportunity costs of dating a freshman in
clude drinking with the boys, studying, or leaving
campus. Depending what our m arginal rate of
substitution is, there may be a surplus of freshmen
women with nothing to do but drink with the girls,
study, or leave campus
Sophomore women are wise, maybe too wise.
They have a good idea what social life means to
Lawrence men. Thus they may not have a high
m arginal propensity to consume. This helps the
male lower operating costs and achieve economies
of scale because chances are he has enlarged his
facilities given the experiences of a year of
production in Appleton. In any case, sophomore
women are still young and have a lot to learn about
the economy.

Junior women are probably the most efficient.
They are ready to engage in serious production,
they are low cost items, they are not peculiar to the
industry and they are ready to provide information
All these attributes make them inelastic goods
There are substitutes but these may not be a factor
when a male looks at his opportunity costs.
Senior women are like the stocks. There are
strong and weak ones The strong ones are engaged
or m arried They are probably the lowest cost items
in the m arket and are easy to talk to The m ale need
not worry about misallocating his resources with
this group The weak senior women are dangerous
The risk may be too high. They are always
operating on the m argin and as a result, are easily
affected by phone calls, letters, gifts or smiles.
The male entrepreneur would be wise to center
his activity on the junior woman and dispense with
the research and development costs; this way he
will m axim ize his well-being.
Naturally, the preceeding scenario applies to a
select group of males (consisting of myself). What
is good for Jeff is not necessarily good for Lawrence
women. However, if everyone would take inventory
and alter his or her production function, if it ap
pears profitable, I^awrence may achieve Pareto
O ptim ality. But Pareto criteria are not easily
achieved and therefore forces us to search for
second-best solutions.

Solo Crusade to Crowd:
Downer Council Evolves
by Thea Kllery
Downer Womens’ Council begot Downer Council
in the spring of 1972. The mother organization,
D.W .C., had outlived its purpose and decided to
disband D W.C. had originally been created to
insure a political voice on campus for the women
who transferred from Milwaukee Downer after the
m erg er.
D .W .C .
e v e n tu ally
b e cam e
the
organization responsible for the dorm regulations
for women and the maintenance of the official social
rules which women were expected to obey (i.e. such
things as hours, visitation, and the dress code when
it existed). From about 1969-1972, D W.C. was in 
strumental in elim inating those social rules and
also recognized the need for new dorm regulations
with the advent of co-ed living. In 1972, it was
decided that each dorm would govern itself under
the general directives issued by LUCC, and
provisions were made before D.W.C. disbanded for
the possible creation of a new womens’ organization
should Lawrence women want such a body.
In the fall of 1972 a group of about twenty women
met with the Dean of Women and decided they did
want a womens’ group of some sort. Several
meetings followed and with m uch deliberation these
women agreed on calling their new group Downer
Council (wishing to hold on, in part,to the traditional
elem ent) and an ambiguous constitution was drawn
up. Subsequently this sheet of paper was lost.
Before the disappearance of this document,
however, the group realized their need of an “of
ficial representative” who could go before LUCC to
gain recognition for D C. as an organization so that
LUCC funding would be possible When no one was
foolish enough to leap at the chance to assume this
innocuous role. I, in the m anner of all true
revolutionaries, volunteered my services and
became D .C .’s “official” representative. By the end
of that term, not only had the constitution been
misplaced but so had the group. However, with its
am azing tenacity, Lawrence retained me as the
“official representative” of Downer Council. In
fact, not only did I remain representative, but I
became Downer Council
The remainder of the year was a combination of
colossal ego trip and total frustration. Being an
organization unto oneself presents difficulties not
only in terms of bureaucratic chaos, but more
impressively difficulties in representing an entire
ideology, an entire movement, with a single person
I was sure to lack effectiveness by standing alone in
front of Main Hall burning my bra, or even storming
the Health Center for cold medicine In any event.

lacking credibility, moreover failing to discover
anyone willing to join the ranks, was basically the
cause of my total frustration. As far as the ego trip
aspect need 1 say more than that I was singled out
among all Lawrence women for the dubious honor
of meeting Governor Lucey (I might add that on
route to that affair an aquaintance remarked on
how secretarial I looked).
This fairly bizarre situation took a turn for the
better when Lawrence finally hired a Dean of
Women Our new dean stormed the campus with a
dynam ic and creative interest in what was hap
pening to L aw rence w om en besides their
gradepoint During the spring I also found another
student who was willing to submit herself to the
frustrations already mentioned and the continual
harrassment and ridicule of her fellow students, in
order to attempt to change some of the conditions
under which Lawrence women were forced to live
That spring Martha Davis, Barbara Pillinger and I
set out to plot a strategy by which we could get
students to care about womens’ rights, more im 
portantly hum an rights, not only here at L.U but in
general. We labored over projects and programs
which we hoped would at least spark interest and
hopefully involvement Now I don’t want to imply
that we viewed ourselves as martyrsybecau.se we
were basically excited and anxious to try most of
these things ourselves.
Our first meeting in the fall of this vear was en
couraging, there was a good crowd. In retrospect I
tend to believe that most of the people showed up for
the free refreshments. The original number
dwindled drastically, but by the end of first term
there was a solid group of about twelve women
involved in a variety of activities: a talent show, a
symposium, talking to faculty members about
hiring more women, working with N O W on a rape
conference, and working with Planned Parenthood
These are just a few examples. By the end of first
term, even without a constitution (we had still not
found it), Downer Council had become an
organization which had begun to have an effect on
the U m rence community
I was going to conclude this dissertation with a
few reflections on my feelings about my in
volvement in this saga of development, but have
realized that I would sound either quite schmaltzy
or quite bitter, neither of which I particularly wish
to sound. Suffice to say that I am very happy that
Downer Council is doing so well, and I am also very
happy that I am no longer involved the way I was

Viking Racqueteers
Rip Off Big Gains
Last Saturday, before crowds
of thousands, the L aw rence
University tennis team further
added to the glory it has been
a c c u m u la tin g over the past
several years. U nder sunny
skies, with a slight springish
breeze w a ftin g the m o rn in g
risers, Lawrence demolished the
St. Norberts team, 9-0.
At first singles Jack Anderson,
playing the roughest m atch of the
meet, was extended to three sets
before defeating his opponent 5-7;
6-1; 6-2. C a p ta in S u p e rstar,
stand-out Scott Russell, easily
handed his opponent at second
singles 6-2; 6-2. The 3, 4, and 5
singles men all destroyed their
opponents 6-0; 6-0. Pete Skiles,
Kevin Rhoades, and Jim Merrell
were all in fine form that m or
ning. Rounding out the singles
co m p e titio n , n u m b e r 6 m an
Gary Bellack was only able to
beat his opponent 6-1; 6-0.
In the doubles competition,
I,awrence’s netters were again
sterlingly superb. Anderson and
Rhoades combined to win 6-1; 6-4
in the number 1 position, while
Russell and Skiles defeated their
opponents 6-1; 6-1. At the doubles,
Merrell and Bellock crunched
their opposition 6-1; 6-2.
In the afternoon, the crowd of
thousands returned with their
somewhat wearied but much
exuberated and quite famous
Vikings. UW-Green Bay was to be
the second squad to fall before
Lawrence’s onrushing netters.
When the day was over, the Vikes
stood tall over their prostrate foe
7-1.
The sole defeat came to Jack
Anderson, again playing number
one, at the hands of Jim Pfelfei; 67; 2-6. After that, it was
Lawrence all the way. At second
singles, Scott Russell outlasted
his opponent in a tough m atch 63; 6-4. Pete Skiles, no. 3, after a
tough first set, whaled on his
opponent in the second set to win
7-5; 6-1. Rhoades and Bellack,
playing respectively number 4
and number 6, both cleaned their

adversaries by scores 6-0; 6-0.
Rounding the singles out, Jim
Merrell defeated his foe 6-0; 3-6;
6-4.
Then came the rains. As the
crowd, now increased to millions,
melted slowly to dorms and a
de lectably de licious Downer
d in n e r, the v a lia n t w a rrio rs
moved to the friendly confines of
the Fox Cities Racquet Club to
play off the doubles matches.
Continuing their winning ways,
Anderson and R hoades a n 
nihilated their opposition 6-1; 6-1.
With equal authority, Russell and
Skiles disseminated their foes 63; 6-2. Bellack and Merrill at
third doubles, claim ed them 
selves rainec out, and went
home.
The women’s team also came
through w ith fly in g colors,
de feating their St. N orberts
opponents 6-0. At first singles,
Jaque Nixon easily won 6-0; 6-1.
Mary Dalton, second singles, also
won, by a score of 6-1; 6-2. W in
ning 6-2; 6-3 was third singles
play Sandra Martin while Eve
Wilson defeated her opponent 6-2;
6-0.
In doubles, P am Bryan and
Ann Carpenter, in a long tough
m atch defeated their opponents
3-6; 6-1; 6-0. Rounding out the
victories for Lawrence was the
doubles team of Sue Iseley and
Pat Hughes, who won 6-0, 6-1.
The Lawrence Reserve Squad
also played Saturday. Continuing
the winning ways of their senior
m en tors, they defeated the
College of St. Thomas 5-1. The
sole loser was Charlie Alex,
number one, by scores of 1-6; 1-6.
At number two, John Chandler
won 6-3; 6-4 while number three
man John Van Duzer defeated his
opponent 6-2; 7-5. Gary Kolker,
number four won by sim ilar
scores while Bob Liebm an won 63; 6-2 Finishing off a very suc
cessful day for the Lawrence
netters, Dana Ostenson defeated
his opponent 5-7; 6-2; 6-2. Doubles
were not played because of the
time limitations imposed by the
aforementioned rain.

Bomber Saves Day
by Jon Cowett
A superb pitching performance
by Steve “ Bom ber” Ehren and
tim e ly h ittin g by M aurice
Goodbody III, Bob Montgomery,
Tim Pruett, and Larry Tremaine
in the opener enabled the
Lawrence baseball Vikings to
thump the I^ake Forest College
hardball crew 4-1 and secure a
split in a scheduled doubleheader
last Saturday afternoon in Lake
Forest, Illinois. Lawrence lost
the second game 4-3.
E h r e n ’s pe rfo rm a nc e was
something to behold as he mowed
down the opposition with relative
ease, su rre n d e rin g only two
harmless safeties. He was aided
by a sound defense which played
errorless baseball and sparkled
on a few occasions LU head
baseball mentor, Bob Kastner
commented on the performance
of his ace pitcher, Fhren, ob
serving, “ Steve was a very smart
pitcher. He threw a lot of offspeed pitches and was able to
keep the opposition offstride by
m ixing up his deliveries well ”
The offensive attack in the
opener was led by five men who
got two hits: Maurice Goodbody
I I I , Bob M o ntg om ery, Tim
Pruett, Larry Tremaine, and
Mark Faust. The hits came in
timely spots and made it easy for
pitcher Ehren to coast to victory
Coach Kastner was extremely
pleased with the win remarking.
“ We played a great game. Our
fielding was great. Our hitting
was great. We stole a lot of bases
It was a great win for us.”
In the nightcap, the Vikes

didn’t fare as well Pitcher Paul
Yankee was not sharp in his
pitching duties, never being able
to find his rhythm and com 
mitting a costly error which led
to a critical run for the op
position
Lawrence actually jum ped off
to .i 2 I) lead but that didn't last
too long as errors by Yankee and
catcher Bill Greer led to runs for
the Lake Forest crew and
allowed them to forge ahead. The
Vikes could never regain the lead
again as they were unable to
come up with the timely hit.
Coach Kastner was not dis
co uraged
by
the
loss
or
the split. He is pleased with
the team's progress up to date.
He commented, “This team has
now settled into positions and in
the future, I look for good things
to happen Jerry Goodbody is
starting to hit
Bobby Mon
tgomery has looked great in his
last two starts Tim Pruett has
raised his batting average over
100 points and is looking great
Our pitching is coming around
with our two aces, Fhren and
Pruett. I ’m optimistic ”
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Monday, the traditional tennis
V
p o w erho use,
U W - O shkosh
*
the
deigned
to trav el
to
tne
v*V . *. *
metropolis of the north, Appleton,
to wage war upon the lowly, but ^
undaunted Viking netters. On the
•*'
/
very cold day, before crowds of
very few (at least 3 or 4) with
0
frozen tennis balls and cracking
strings, the valiant Lawrence
U n iv ersity tennis squad was
barely nudged out 5-4.
At first singles, Jack Anderson
was beaten by Dave Tebo 0-6; 4-6.
C o n tin u in g these un fo rtu nate
losing ways, Scott Russell was
also defeated 2-6; 2-6. Following
the footsteps of their two nor
mally stellar performers, Jim
Merrell also succumbed to the
cold, and, incidently, his op
ponent 6-7; 2-6 However, visions
of grandeur appeared when the
rem aining scores were reported. ________

t y a? h ? r d ^ r s c o r t

J K F F “ M IA M I** R K E V E S had been elected to jo in previously

of 6-1* 6-2 and Rhoades won his
m atch 6 -4 ; 6 -2 . Thus, at the end of
the singles matches, the meet
score stood tied at 3-3, leaving it
up to the doubles teams.
The first score reported was
from the second doubles team of
Russell and Skiles. They won

“

elected Mike DeLong as co-captain of the 74 Viking football
team. Reeves was a devastating linebacker and defensive
tackle for the ’73 squad. The Vikes are looking forward to their
best year in many seasons next fall, and Reeves, along with
DeLong, should provide the necessary leadership to make it
happen.

needed for".he"upset'oHhe*year

F r e s h m

was one m ore doubles vietory Unfortunately, neither the
team of Rhoades and Anderson,
nor Merrell and Bellack could
come through and I^awrence was
defeated 5-4.
This S a tu rd a y , the V ik in g
netters will travel to Ripon for a
morning meet with Grinnell and
an afternoon meet with Ripon.
Although Grinnell has two fairly
good players, they seem to lack
depth, and should provide little
challenge to the romping Vikes.
Traditional rival Ripon will be
another story. Last year the
Vikes m auled the Redmen 8-1.
However, with the addition of
several freshmen, Ripon has a
much improved team. RiponLawrence meets are quite often
exciting - marred, or enhanced,
as the case may be, by several
spectacles (E x a m p le :
W alt
Henry of Ripon smashed to
sm ithe reen s,
w ith
great
frustration, his new racquet).
This would be a good w in for the
Lawrence tennis team in their
efforts to win conference.

______ ___ ____ ____________________ — ------------------------
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by Tracy Kahl
The Varsity Golf team makes
its first appearance this af
ternoon in a single meet at Lake
Forest. This year’s team should
prove to be a great improvement
over last y e a r ’s, w ith six
r e tu rn in g letterm e n and a
promising group of experienced
freshmen. The potential these
additional players can provide
should add depth needed which
was lacking in last year’s team.
So far the golfers have been
unable to get in much practice
outside due to the frustrating
weather, but the indoor range
and the “ golf o m a t” (an indoor
co m p u te rize d
range
w hich
measures distance and accuracy
of shots on a special course,)
have been “ testing ground” for
the first year players.
Som e of those who have
d istin g u ish e d them selves are
Pete Johnson, from Rochester,
Minn., who went to state com 
petition last year; Larry Smith,
from St. Louis, Mo., who played
number two on his team which

Vikings Look To Outdoors
(L U N ) — T he
L aw re nc e
University track team, having
completed its indoor schedule
with the United States Track and
Field Federation (USTFF) meet
in Madison last Sunday, has
turned its attention toward the
season opening outdoor meet this
S a tu rd a y , A pril 13. ag ain st
Beloit, Lakeland and Milton at
Beloit
The Vikings held time trials
a g a in st
the
U niversity
of
W isconsin-Oshkosh team this
W ednesday,
A pril
10,
at
Lawrence as a practice for
Saturday’s contest
C a p ta in Tom
Keith
was
Lawrence’s top individual per
former in the USTFF meet.
Keith, a senior, sailed 21 feet,
seven inches in the long ju m p to
capture second place. The .Joliet,

1974 G O LF SCHKDULE
1:00p.m
Friday, April 12
Lake Forest
Away
Saturday. April 20 — 10:00 a.m .
Ripon-Carroll
Away
Wednesday, April 24 2 :0 0 p m
St. Norbert
Home
1:00 p m
Saturday, April 27
Ripon
Away
Tuesday, April 30 2:00 p m
B eloit-H ighCliff
Home
Saturday, May 4 - 9:00a m
Lakeland Invit
Away
1 00 p ill
Thursday, May 9
Ripon High Cliff
Home
Thursday-Friday May 16 & 17 1 (X) p.m. Conference Meet at
Cornell Mt Vernon, Iowa.

111., native also placed fifth in the
triple jump.
Gary Nickasch, a freshman
from Appleton (Xavier), broke
his own indoor record in the 70yard high hurdles with a clocking
of 9.3 seconds, for a sixth-place
finish.
Dan Bruneau, a freshman from
Rhinelander, Wis., was clocked
in 15:48 in the three-mile to
e stablish a new L aw rence
sta n d a rd
B runeau finishe d
seventh in the event.
Another school record was set
in the 880 women’s relay where
Crystal Cash, Marcia DeCramer.
Lynn
L a Jo n e
and
Andrea
W illiamson were timed in 2:06.1
in capturing fifth place. The meet
marked the first time Lawrence
had competed in women’s track
at the varsity level
O ther
placers
were
Stu
Goldsmith. 60-yard-dash, sixth
and the 880 relay (Goldsmith, Ira
Rock, Dave Foss and R ick
H irata). fifth
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placed in state finals, and Gary
Cebulski, from Grafton, Wise.,
who was captain of his team last
year. Other freshmen who are out
for the team are Mark Canning,
Brad Schade, Tim Kelley and
Chris M urray; a junior, the only
new-coming upperclassman.
D espite
the
strong
new
recruits, six hardened veterans
will be returning to improve on
their eighth place conference
finish of last year. The two top
drivers for the team, Captain
Tom Meyers, a junior from
Minneapolis, who placed sixth in
the conference last year, and
Dennis Davis, a sophomore from
Mequon, Wise., who placed third
in the conference, are optimistic
about this year’s team, especially
about the new freshmen, Smith,
Cebulski and Johnson.
According to Meyers, “ if the
three freshmen play well enough,
they will provide good depth and
give Coach Ron Roberts the
‘pleasant’ task of having to pick
among eight or nine players for
four or five positions.” Other
returning lettermen are Gene
Wright, a junior from Butte de
M orts,
W is.
P at
B urch,
sophomore from W illiam s Bay,
Wise., David Guzik, sophomore
from Hardy, Ark., and Griff
Hayes, a senior. Though all have
been practicing regularly lately,
Meyers and Burch have a jum p
on the others because of having
played at some of Scotland’s best
courses while in London during
winter term.
The entire team is looking
forward to conference meet at
Cornell on May 16-17 and with the
top six shooting regularly under
80. the team should have an
excellent chance to make a good
showing. So far, the toughest
competition during the season
should be the Lakeland ten-team
invitational on May 4 Knox and
St. Olaf look like the teams to
beat. Coach Roberts is optimistic
about his team ’s chances this
year. “ W e’re looking forward to a
very good season. Last year we
had two very good players,
Meyers and Davis, and the others
were hot and cold This year we
look far more consistent.”
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Has the Most Going for You
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